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Preface to the First Edition of Lecture Notes 

 

 

It is well known that the students of civil engineering particularly students in foundation 

courses like steel structures are greatly handicapped due to the want of a concise and 

comprehensive lecture note on the subject as a whole. A student has therefore no other way 

than to go through a number of voluminous textbooks on each one of the various branches of 

Steel Structures and in doing so he/she is very often confused about how much he/she should 

read and know. This confusion obviously leads to undue wastage of time and energy on the 

part of the student. 

   With much of inspiration from our Hon’ble Vice Chancellor Prof. E. Sai Baba Reddy, 

VSSUT, Burla we ventured to accept the task of writing this lecture notes in which an 

attempt has been made to discuss the fundamental principles of all the different branches of 

the subject in such a manner as to enable the student to gradually acquire a reasonably good 

standard of foundation knowledge of Steel Structures. Each individual lecture deals with a 

particular branch of the subject and the extent of treatment is expected to fulfil the 

requirements for the Four year BTech degree course in Civil Engineering of the State and 

Central Universities in India.  

   We take this opportunity to offer our sincere thanks and deep sense of gratitude to Professor 

S S Das, Head of the Civil Engineering Department who gave us the motivation to this work. 

We also thank the faculty members and staffs of Civil Engineering Department VSSUT Burla 

for creating stimulating environment for carrying out this work. Thanks are also due to Mr 

Muna Kalundia of the Department of Architecture, VSSUT, Burla who prepared some 

diagrams contained in this lecture notes. Thanks are also due to Mr Avaya Kumar Satapathy 

of the Department of Civil Engineering, VSSUT, Burla who typed some parts of lecture notes 

while we are very busy in carrying out the important works for VSSUT, Burla. 

  We shall deem our efforts successful if the lecture notes is proved useful to those for whom 

it is meant. 

 

 

 

VSSUT, Burla            Dr Ajaya Kumar Nayak 

The 8
th

 April, 2015                           Mrs Leena Sinha 

       Mr Bijan Kumar Roy 
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Module 1 Lecture 1 

In this lecture the course outline and the module and lecture wise breakup of the steel 

structure course are discussed. Also, the list of reference books, conference papers, reports 

and journals have been given. 

 

Course Outline of BCE 309 Steel Structures (3-1-0) CR-04 (IS 800-2007 and Steel Tables are 

permitted in the Examination) 

Module I: Philosophy, concept and methods of design of steel structures, structural elements, 

structural steel sections, riveted and welded connections, design of tension members 

Module II: Design of compression members, Design of columns, lacing and battening, 

Column base and foundation 

Module III: Design of beams, Plate Girder and Gantry Girder 

Module IV: Design of roof trusses. 

Course Prerequisites: Structural Analysis, Mechanics of Materials, Engineering Mechanics 

References 

1. Ram Chandra and V. Gehlot, Design of Steel Structures, Scientific Publishers, 

Jodhpur 

2. L.S. Negi, Design of Steel Structures, Tata McGraw Hill Book Co. 

3. B.C. Punmia, A.K. Jain and A.K. Jain, Design of Steel Structures, Laxmi Publishers 

4. N. Subramanian, Design of Steel Structures, Oxford University Press 

5. S.K. Duggal, Limit State Design of Steel Structures, Tata McGraw Hill Book Co. 

6. R. Narayanan and Kalyanraman V, INSDAG Guide for the Structural Use of Steel 

Work in Buildings, IIT Madras and Institute of Steel Development and Growth 

7. PH Waarts, ACWM Vrouwenvelder, Stochastic finite element analysis of steel 

structures, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, 1999, 52, pp. 21-32 

8. IS 800:2007, Indian Standard General Construction in Steel- Code of Practice (Third 

Revision), Bureau of Indian Standards, New Delhi, Dec 143 pages 

9. N Subramanian, Code of Practice on Steel Structures- A Review of IS800: 2007, CE 

& CR 2008. Pp 1-12 

10.  IS 800-1984, Indian Standard General Construction in Steel- Code of Practice 

(Second Revision), Bureau of Indian Standards, New Delhi, Dec 137 pages 

11.  SP (1) 1964, Hand Book For Structural Engineers, 1. Structural Steel Sections, 

Bureau of Indian Standards 

12. J.C. McCormac and S.F. Csernak, Structural Steel Design, 5
th

 Edition, Prentice Hall, 

2011 

13. T.B. Quimby, A Beginner’s Guide to the Steel Construction Manual, 2008 

14. W.F. Chen and S. Toma, Advanced Analysis of Steel Frames, CRC Press, 1994 
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15. M.K. Chryssanthopoulos, G.M.E Manzocchi and A.S. Elnashai Probabilistic 

assessment of ductility for earthquake resistant design of steel members, Joutnal of 

Constructional Steel Research, 1999, 52, 47-68 

16. Code of Practice for the structural use of steel 2011, Building Department, HongKong 

17. R.B. Kulkarni and R.S. Jirage, Comparative Study of Steel Angles as Tension 

Members Designed by Working Stress Method and Limit State Method, International 

Journal of Scientific and Engineering Research, Volume 2, 10, 2011, 1-7 

18. CAN/CSA-S16-01 Limit States Design of Steel Structures, A National Standard of 

Canada, 2003 

19. NORSOK STANDARD, Design of Steel Structures, 1998 

20. H. Krawinkler, Earthquake Design and Performance of Steel Structures, Bulletin of 

the New Zealand National Society for Earthquake Engineering, Vol 29, No 4, 1996. 

21. A Ivan, M Ivan and I Both Comparison of FEA and Experimental Results for a Steel 

Frame Connection, WSEAS Transactions on Applied and Theoretical Mechanics, 

2010, 3(5), 187-196. 

22. BCSA and SCI, Hand Book of Structural Steel Work,2007,  pp. 393,  

23. LA Pasnur, S.S Patil, Comparative Study of Beam Using IS 800-1984 & IS 800-2007, 

International Journal of Engineering and Innovative Technology, 2(10), 2013. 

24. C.W. Roeder, D.E. Lehman and J.H. Yoo, Improved Seismic Design of Steel Frame 

Connections, Steel Structures, 2005, 5, pp. 143-153. 

25. S.L.Chan and P.P.T Chui, Nonlinear Static and Cyclic Analysis of Steel Frames With 

Semi-rigid Connections, Elsevier, 2000 

26. M. Bill Wong, Plastic Design and Design of Steel Structures, Elsevier, 2009 

27. S. Leelataviwat, S.C. Goel and S.H. Chao, Plastic versus Elastic Design of Steel 

Structures, Encyclopedia of Life Support Systems, 2011 

28. K.M. Ghosh, Practical Design of Steel Structures, CRC Press, 2010 

29. B. Gorenc, R Tinyou and A Syam, Steel Designers HandBook, UNSW Press,2005 

30. Y.C. Wang, Steel and Composite Structures, Behaviour and Design for fire safety, 

Spon Press, 2002 

31. C Clifton, M Bruneau, G. MacRae, R Leon and A Fussell, Steel Structures Damage 

From The Christchurch earthquake 2010 and 2011, Bulletin of the New Zealand and 

Society for earthquake Engineering, Vol 44, 4, 2011, pp. 1-22 

32. B. Kirkee and I H Al-Jamd, Steel Structures Design Manual to AS 4100, 2004, pp 1-

243 

33. T.J. MacGimley, Steel Structures Practical Design Studies, E & FN Spon, 2005 

34. F Wald, L.S. Da Silva, D.B. Moore, T. Lennon, M. Chladna, A Santiago, M Benes, L 

Borges, Experimental Behaviour of Steel Structure under natural fire, Fire Safety 

Journal, 41, 2006, pp. 509-522 

35. Kim KD, Large displacement of elasto-plastic analysis of stiffened plate and shell 

structures, Steel Structures, 2006, 6, 65-69. 

36. Steel Bridge Design Handbook, Structural Behaviour of Steel, US Department of 

Transportation,  November 2012 

37. IS 7216-1974 (Reaffirmed 2006) Indian Standard Tolerances for fabrication of steel 

structures, pp. 1-27. 
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38. P. Arasaratnam, KS Sivakumaran and MJ Tait, True stress-strain models for structural 

steel elements, ISRN Civil Engineering, 2011, pp. 1-11 

39. D. Mitchell, R. Tremblay, E. Karacabeyli, P. Paultre, M. Saatcioglu, D.L. Anderson 

Seismic force modification factors for the proposed 2005 edition of the National 

Building Code of Canada 2003 NRC, pp.1-20 

40. CJ Drucker, Using Spreadsheets for steel design, Modern steel construction, 1999. 

41. R Kindmann and M Kraus, Steel Structures Using FEM, Ernst & Sohn GMBH & Co, 

2011. 

42. M Hultman, Weight Optimization of steel trusses by a genetic algorithm – size, shape 

and topology optimization according to Eurocode, 2010, Department of Structural 

Engineering, Lund University of Technology, Lund, Sweden 

43. FM Burdekin, General principles of the use of safety factors in design and 

assessment, Engineering Failure Analysis, 2007, 14, pp. 420-433. 

44. S. Hemandez, AN Fontain, JC Perezzain and P Loscos, Design optimization of steel 

portal frames, Advances in Engineering Software, 2005, 36, pp. 626-633. 

45. K. Mela and M Heinisuo Weight and cost optimization of welded high strength steel 

beams, Engineering Structures, 2014, 79, 354-364. 

46. SC Lee, DS Lee, CH Yoo, Design of intermediate transverse stiffeners for shear web 

panels, Engineering Structures, 2014, 75, 27-38. 

47. C Crosti, D Duthinh A nonlinear model for gusset plate connections, Engineering 

Structures, 2014, 62, 135-147. 

48. G Sedlacek, O Kraus Use of safety factors for the design of steel structures according 

to the Eurocodes, Engineering Failure Analysis, 2007, 14, pp.434-441. 

49. G. Sedlacek, H Stangenberg, Design philosophy of Eurocodes- background 

information, Journal of constructional steel research, 2000, 54, pp. 173-190. 

50. P Marek, M Gustar, T Anagnos, Codified design of steel structures using Monte Carlo 

Techniques, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, 1999, 52, pp. 69-82. 

51. M.K. Chryssanthopoulos, GME Manzocchi, AS Elnashai, Probabilistic assessment of 

ductility for earthquake resistant design of steel members, Journal of Constructional 

Steel research, 1999, 52, 47-68. 

52. W Meng, Y Weiguo, S Yongjiu, X Jian Seismic behaviour of steel plate shear wall 

structures with construction details and materials, Journal of Constructional Steel 

research, 2015, 107, 194-210. 

53. C Fang, MCH Yam, JJ Roger Cheng, Y Zhang Compressive strength and behaviour 

of gusset plate connections with single-sided splice members, Journal of 

Constructional Steel Research, 2015, 106, 166-183. 

54. AMP DeJsus, ALL Dasilva, JAFO Correia, Fatigue of riveted and bolted joints made 

of puddle iron-an experimental approach, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, 

2015, 104, 81-90. 

55. AMP De Jesus, ALL Da Silva, JFO Correia, Fatigue of riveted and bolted joints made 

of puddle iron- A numerica; approach, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, 

2014, 102, 164-177. 

56. V Gioncu, M Mosoarca, A Anastasiadis, Local ductility of steel elements under near 

field earthquake loading, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, 2014, 104, 33-52. 
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57. Y Gong Ultimate tensile deformation and strength capacities of bolted-angle 

connections, Journal of Constructional Steel Research, 2014, 100, 50-59. 

58. DT Phan, JBP Lim, TT Tanyimboh, R Mark Lawson, Y Xu, Effect of serviceability 

limits on optimal design of steel portal frames, Journal of Constructional Steel 

Research, 2013, 86, 74-84. 

59. A EI Hassouni, A Plumier, A Cherrabi Experimental and Numerical analysis of the 

strain-rate effect on fully welded connections, Journal of Constructional Steel 

research, 2011, 67, 533-546. 

60. R Bjorhovde The 2005 American steel structures design code, Journal of 

Constructional Steel Research, 2006, 62, 1008-1076. 

61. G Sedlacek, C Muller The European standard family and its basis, Journal of 

Constructional Steel research, 2006, 62, 1047-1059. 

62. R Aceti, G Ballio, A Capsoni and L Corradi A Limit analysis study to interpret the 

ultimate behaviour of bolted joints, Journal of Constructional Steel research, 2004, 60, 

1333-1351. 

63. R Bjorhovde Development and use of high performance steel, Journal of 

Constructional steel research, 2004, 60, 393-400. 

64. MT Hanna Failure loads of web panels loaded in pure shear Journal of Constructional 

Steel research, 2015, 105, 39-48. 

65. YB Wang, GQ Li, W Cui, SW Chen, FF Sun Experimental investigation and 

modelling of cyclic behaviour of high strength steel, Journal of Constructional Steel 

Research, 2015, 104, 37-48. 

66. JM Ricles, JW Fisher, LW Lu, EJ Kaufmann, Development of improved welded 

moment connections for earthquake-resistant design, Journal of Constructional Steel 

research, 2002, 58, 565-604. 

67. Brockenbrough RL and F.S. Merritt, Structural Steel Designer’s Hand Book, 

McGRAW-HILL INC, 1999. 

68. HD Young and RA Freedman, University Physics, Addison Wesley Publishing 

Company, INC, 1996 

69. MJ Sienko and RA Plane, Chemistry Principles and Applications, McGRAW-HILL 

INC, 1979 

70. RT Morrison and RN Boyd, Organic Chemistry, Prentice Hall of India, Private 

Limited, New Delhi, 1998. 

71. E. Kreyszig, Advanced Engineering Mathematics, John Wiley & Sons, 1999. 

72. AD Polyanin and AV Manzhirov, Handbook of Mathematics for Engineers and 

Scientists, Chapman and Hall, CRC Press, 2007 

73. SP Timoshenko and JM Lessells, Applied Elasticity, D. Van Nostrand Co. Inc, New 

York, 1925 

74. SP Timoshenko and DH Young, Vibration Problems in Engineering, D. Van Nostrand 

Co. Inc, New York, 1955 

75. SP Timoshenko, Strength of Materials, Part I. Elementary Theory and Problems, D. 

Van Nostrand Co. Inc, Princeton New Jersey, 1955 

76. SP Timoshenko, Strength of Materials, Part II. Advanced Theory and Problems, D. 

Van Nostrand Co. Inc, Princeton New Jersey, 1956 
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77. SP Timoshenko and JN Goodier, Theory of Elasticity, Mc-Grawhill Book Co, 1951 

78. SP Timoshenko and GH MacCullough, Elements of strength of materials, D. Van 

Nostrand Co. Inc, Princeton New Jersey, 1949 

79. SP Timoshenko and DH Young, Elements of strength of materials, D. Van Nostrand 

Co. Inc, Princeton New Jersey, 1962 

80. SP Timoshenko and JM Gere, Theory of Elastic Stability,  Mc-Grawhill Book Co, 

1961 

81. SP Timoshenko and DH Young, Engineering Mechanics, Mc-Grawhill Book Co, 

1956 

82. SP Timoshenko and S. Woinowsky-Krieger, Theory of Plates and Shells, Mc-

Grawhill Book Co, 1959 

83. SP Timoshenko and DH Young, Theory of Structures, Mc-Grawhill Book Co, 1965 

84. SP Timoshenko and DH Young, Advanced Dynamics, Mc-Grawhill Book Co, 1948 

85. SP Timoshenko, History of strength of materials, Mc-Grawhill Book Co, 1953 

86. SP Timoshenko, Engineering Education in Russia, Mc-Grawhill Book Co, 1959 

87. SP Timoshenko, The collected papers of STEPHEN P TIMOSHENKO, Mc-Grawhill 

Book Co, 1953 

88. SP Timoshenko, As I Remember, The Autobiography of Stephen P Timoshenko, D. 

Van Nostrand Co. Inc, Princeton New Jersey, 1968 

  

Detailed Course Plan: (Module Wise/Lecture Wise) 

Sl No Module Lecture 

No 

Content 

1 1  

Introduction 

1 Philosophy of design of steel structures 

2 2 Concept of design of steel structures 

3 3 Methods of Design of steel structures 

4 4 Structural Elements 

5 5 Structural Steel Sections 

6 6 Rivetted Connections 

7 7 Welded Connections 

8 8 Welded Connections 

9 9 Design of Tension Members 

10 10 Design of Tension Members 

 

Introduction to Philosophy of design of steel structures 

In this lecture the Philosophy of design of steel structures has been briefly discussed. 

 

1.1 Historical Development of Structural Steel in the World 

 

Ancient Hittis were the first users of iron some 3 to 4 millenniums ago. Their language was 

altered to Indo – European and they were native of Asia Minor. There is archaeological 

evidence of usage of iron dating back to 1000 BC, when Indus valley, Egyptians and 

probably the Greeks used iron for structures. Thus, iron industry has a long ancestry. 
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Wrought iron had been produced from the time of middle ages, if not before, through the 

firing of iron ore and charcoal in “bloomery”. This method was replaced by blast furnaces 

from 1490 onwards. With the aid of water-powered bellows, blast furnaces were used for 

increased output and continuous production. A century later, rolling mill was introduced for 

enhanced output. The traditional use of wrought iron was principally as dowels and ties to 

strengthen masonry structures. As early as 6th century, iron tie-bars had been incorporated in 

arches of Haghia Sophia in Istanbul. Renaissance domes often relied on linked bars to 

reinforce their bases. A new degree of sophistication was reached in the 1770 in the design of 

Pantheon in Paris. 

 

Till the 18th century the output of charcoal fired blast furnaces was almost fully converted to 

wrought iron production, with about 5% being used for casting. Galleries for the House of  

Commons in England were built of slender cast iron columns in 1706 and cast iron railings 

were erected around St. Paul’s Cathedral in London in 1710. Abraham Darby discovered 

smelting of iron with coke in 1709. This led to further improvements by 1780s when 

workable wrought iron was developed. The iron master Henry Cort took out two patents in 

1783-84, one for a coal-fired refractory furnace and the other for a method of rolling iron into 

standard shapes. Without the ability to roll wrought iron (into standard shapes), structural 

advances, which we see today, would never have taken place. 

 

Technological revolution, industrial revolution and growth of mills continued in the West and 

this increased the use of iron in structures. Large-scale use of iron for structural purposes 

started in the Europe in the later part of the 18th Century. The first of its kind was the 100 

feet Coalbrookadale arch bridge in England constructed in 1779. This was a large size cast 

iron bridge. The use of cast iron as a primary construction material continued up to about 

1840 and then onwards, there was a preference towards wrought iron, which is more ductile 

and malleable. The evolution of making better steel continued with elements like manganese 

being added during the manufacturing process. In 1855, Sir Henry Bessemer of England 

invented and patented the process of making steel. It is also worth mentioning that William 

Kelly of USA had also developed the technique of making steel at about the same time. Until 

the earlier part of the 19
th

 century, the ‘Bessemer process’ was very popular. Along with 

Bessemer process, Siemens Martin process of open-hearth technique made commercial steel 

popular in the 19th century. In the later part of the 19th century and early 20th century, there 

had been a revolution in making better and newer grades of steel with the advent of newer 

technologies. This trend has continued until now and today we have very many variety of 

steels produced by adding appropriate quantities of alloying elements such as carbon, 

manganese, silicon, chromium, nickel and molybdenum etc to suit the needs of broad and 

diverse range of applications. 

 

There are numerous examples of usage of iron in India in the great epics Ramayana and 

Mahabharatha. However the archaeological evidence of usage of iron in our country, is from 

the Indus valley civilisation. There are evidences of iron being used in some instruments. The 

iron pillar made in the 5
th

 century (standing till today in Mehrauli Village, Delhi, within a few 

yards from Kutub Minar) evokes the interest and excitement of all the enlightened visitors. 

Scientists describe this as a "Rustless Wonder". Another example in India is the Iron post in 

Kodachadri Village in Karnataka, which has 14 metres tall “Dwaja Stamba” reported to have 

remained without rusting for nearly 1½ millennia. The exciting aspects of these structures is 

not merely the obvious fact of technological advances in India at that time, but in the 

developments of techniques for handling, lifting, erecting and securing such obviously heavy 

artefacts. These two are merely examples besides several others. We can see several steel 
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structures in public buildings, railway stations and bridges, which testifies the growth of steel 

in the past. The “Rabindra Sethu" Howrah Bridge in Calcutta stands testimony to a marvel in 

steel. Even after its service life, Howrah Bridge today stands as a monument. The recent 

example is the Second Hooghly cable stayed bridge at Calcutta, which involves 13,200 

tonnes of steel. Similarly the Jogighopa rail-cum-road bridge across the river Brahmaputra is 

an example of steel intensive construction, which used 20,000 tonnes of steel. There are 

numerous bridges, especially for railways built, exclusively using steel. 

 

As far as production of steel in India is concerned, as early as in 1907, Jamsetji Nusserwanji 

Tata set up the first steel manufacturing plant at Jamshedpur.  Also at the same time in 1905, 

Tata Institute for research and development works was established in Bangalore, Karnataka 

which was later renamed as Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. Later Pandit Jawaharlal 

Nehru realised the potential for the usage of steel in India and authorised the setting up of 

major steel plants at Bhilai, Rourkela and Durgapur in the first two five year plans. In 

Karnataka Sir Mokshakundam Visweswarayya established the Bhadravati Steel Plant. The 

annual production of steel in 1999-2000 has touched about 25 million tonnes and this is 

slated to grow at a faster rate. 

 

1.2 Stress-strain Behaviour of Steel 

 

    The primary characteristics of structural steel include mechanical and chemical properties, 

metallurgical structures and weldability. In the past structural engineers have tended to focus 

only on the tensile properties (longitudinal yield stress and ultimate tensile strength), with 

some attention paid to the deformability as measured by the elongation at fracture of a 

tension specimen. Since the modulus of elasticity, E, is constant for all practical purposes for 

all grades of steel, it has rarely been a consideration other than for serviceability issues. 

Weldability was assumed to be adequate for all such steels. Deformability or ductility was 

similarly assumed to be satisfactory, in part because the design specification has offered only 

very limited, specific requirements. 

 

    The stress-strain curve for steel is generally obtained from tensile test on standard 

specimens as shown in Fig.1.1. The details of the specimen and the method of testing is 

elaborated in IS: 1608 (1995). The important parameters are the gauge length ‘Lc’ and the 

initial cross section area So. The loads are applied through the threaded or shouldered ends. 

The initial gauge length is taken as 5.65 (So)1/2 in the case of rectangular specimen and it is 

five times the diameter in the case of circular specimen. A typical stress-strain curve of the 

tensile test coupon is shown in Fig.1.2 in which a sharp change in yield point followed by 

plastic strain is observed. When the specimen undergoes deformation after yielding, Luder’s 

lines or Luder’s bands are observed on the surface of the specimen as shown in Fig.1.3. 

 

     These bands represent the region, which has deformed plastically and as the load is 

increased, they extend to the full gauge length. This occurs over the Luder’s strain of 1 to 2% 

for structural mild steel. After a certain amount of the plastic deformation of the material, due 

to reorientation of the crystal structure an increase in load is observed with increase in strain. 

This range is called the strain hardening range. After a little increase in load, the specimen 

eventually fractures. After the failure it is seen that the fractured surface of the two pieces 

form a cup and cone arrangement. This cup and cone fracture is considered to be an 

indication of ductile fracture. It is seen from Fig.1.2 that the elastic strain is up to εy followed 

by a yield plateau between strains εy and εsh and a strain hardening range start at εsh and the 

specimen fail at εult where εy, εsh and εult are the strains at onset of yielding, strain 
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hardening and failure respectively. Depending on the steel used, εsh generally varies between 

5 to 15 εy, with an average value of 10 εy typically used in many applications. For all 

structural steels, the modulus of elasticity can be taken as 205,000 MPa and the tangent 

modus at the onset of strain hardening is roughly 1/30th of that value or approximately 6700 

MPa. 

 

 
Figure 1.1 Standard steel specimen 

 
 

Figure 1.2 Stress-strain curve for sharp yielding structural steels 

 

 
Figure 1.3 Luder’s band in steel specimens 
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Figure 1.4 Stress strain curve for continuously yielding structural steels 

 

 
Figure 1.5 Tensile steel specimens before rupture 

 

       Certain steels, due to their specific microstructure, do not show a sharp yield point but 

rather they yield continuously as shown in Fig. 1.4. For such steels the yield stress is always 

taken as the stress at which a line at 0.2% strain, parallel to the elastic portion, intercepts the 

stress strain curve. This is shown in Fig. 1.4. A schematic diagram of the tensile coupon at 

failure is shown in Fig.1.5. It is seen that approximately at the mid section the area is ‘S’ 

compared to original area S0. Since S is the actual area experiencing the strain, the true stress 

is given by ft = P/S, where P is the load. 

 

      However S is very difficult to evaluate compared to S0 and the nominal stress or the 

engineering stress is given by fn = P/ S0 . Similarly, the engineering strain is taken as the 

ratio of the change in length to original length. However the true strain is obtained when 

instantaneous strain is integrated over the whole of the elongation, given by 

                                                                                                 (1.1) 

By suitable manipulation it could be shown that 
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                                                                                                      (1.2) 

and similarly 

 

 
                                                                                                                                              (1.3) 

where ft and fn are the true and nominal stresses respectively and εt and εn are the true and 

nominal strains respectively. 

 

1.3 Experimental Investigation of a True Stress-True Strain Model 

 

In this section, experimental investigation of a true stress-true strain model is described. A 

standard uniaxial tensile test, in general, provides the basic mechanical properties of steel 

required by a structural designer; thus, the mill certificates provide properties such as yield 

strength Fy , ultimate strength Fu, and strain at fracture εf . The stress parameters are 

established using the original cross-section area of the specimen, and the average strain 

within the gauge length is established using the original gauge length. Because of the use of 

original dimensions in engineering stress-strain calculations, such relations will always show 

an elastic range, strain hardening range, and a strain softening range. As the load increases 

and when the specimen begins to fail, the cross-section area at the failure location reduces 

drastically, which is known as the “necking” of the section. In general, the strain softening is 

associated with the necking range of the test. Once the specimen begins to neck, the 

distribution of stresses and strains become complex and the magnitude of such quantities 

become difficult to establish. Owing to the non-uniform stress strain distributions existing at 

the neck for high levels of axial deformation, it has long been recognized that the changes in 

the geometric dimensions of the specimen need to be considered in order to properly describe 

the material response during the whole deformation process up to the fracture. The true 

stress-true strain relationship is based on the instantaneous geometric dimensions of the test 

specimen. Figure 1.6 illustrates the engineering stress-strain relationship and the true stress-

true strain relationships for structural steels. These relationships can be divided into five 

different regions as follows. 

 

Region-I (Linear Elastic Range). During the initial stages of loading, stress varies linearly 

proportional to strain (up to a proportional limit). The proportional limit stress Fpl is typically 

established by means of 0.01% strain offset method. Thus, the engineering stress can be 

related to engineering strain as follows: Fe = Eεe in the range Fe < Fpl and εe < εpl, where E 

is the initial elastic modulus of steel, which is often taken as 200,000MPa. The corresponding 

true stress and the true strain, which recognize the deformed geometrics of the section during 

tests, can be established directly from the engineering stress and the engineering strain based 

on the concept of uniform stress, small dimensional change, and In compressible material, 

which is valid for steel. Resulting relations are Ft = Fe (1 + εe) and εt = ln(1 + εe), where Ft 

and Fe are the true stress and engineering stress and εt and εe are the true strain and the 

engineering strain, respectively. The difference between true stress and engineering stress at 
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proportional limit stress may be about 0.2%; thus, the difference is insignificant in this 

region. 

 

 
Figure 1.6 The engineering stress-strain relations and the proposed true stress-true strain 

material model 

 

Region-II (Nonlinear Elastic Range). This range represents a region between the proportional 

limit and the yield point. The yield point Fy may be conveniently established as 0.2% strain 

offset method. In this region, the variation of stress-strain relationship can be idealized as Fe 

= Fpl+Et (εe−εpl), which is valid in the range Fpl < Fe < Fy. Here, Et is the tangent modulus 

given as Et = (Fy −Fpl)/(εy −εpl). The true stress and true strain can be obtained as in the 

linear elastic range as follows: Ft = Fe(1 + εe) and εt = ln(1 + εe), where εpl < εe < εy . 

 

Region-III (Yield Plateau). Some steels may exhibit yield plateau. The engineering stress in 

this region can be assumed as a constant value of Fy , which is valid in the range εy < εe < 

εsh, where εsh is the strain at the onset of strain hardening. The ratio between εsh and εy is 

defined here as m = εsh/εy . The value for m must be determined from the uniaxial tension 

test. The true stress and true strain can be obtained as in the linear elastic range as; Ft = 

Fy(1+εe) and εt = ln(1+εe), where εy < εe < εsh. 

 

Region-IV (Strain Hardening). At the end of yield plateau, strain hardening begins with a 

subsequent increase in stress. Region-IV includes the strain hardening range up to ultimate 

strength when the test specimen may begin to exhibit necking. Though this region involves a 

nonlinear stress-strain relation, it is postulated that the true stress and the true strain can be 

obtained using the relations Ft = Fe(1 + εe) and εt = ln(1 + εe). However, a power law is 

often used to relate the true stress to the true strain in this strain hardening region. A power 

law of the form Ft = Fut ·  (εt/εut)n is proposed herein, where Fut and εut are the true stress 

and true strain associated with the ultimate tensile strength Fu. The value for n must be 
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established for different steel grades which may be achieved using a least square analysis of 

the corresponding experimental results. This range is valid for εsh < εe < εu. 

 

Region-V (Strain Softening). This region represents the behaviour of the material in the 

apparent strain softening region. As explained earlier, the apparent strain softening is due to 

the use of the original cross-sectional area, and should the actual cross-sectional area be used, 

the stress and strain would continue to increase. The true stress-strain relations cannot be 

established in this region from engineering stress-strain values; thus, an experimental-

numerical iterative approach was used in this study to derive the true stress-strain material 

characterization for this region. It was proposed that the parameters for a true stress-true 

strain relation be determined by using iterative FE method with an experimental tensile load-

extension curve as a target. Although this method establishes the true stress-true strain 

relations from standard tensile test results without measurements of the deformed dimensions 

of the test specimens, the main shortcoming is that the entire stress-strain relation during 

necking is treated as an unknown and a trial and error procedure is used for a series of strain 

intervals until good correlation with the experimental results is attained. It was also proposed 

a weighted-average method for determining the uni-axial true stress versus true strain relation 

during necking. This method requires identification of a lower and an upper bound for the 

true stress-strain function during necking and expresses the true stress-strain relation as the 

weighted average of these two bounds.  A power-law fit method, which represents strain 

hardening region of the flow curve, can be used as the lower bound whereas a linear strain 

hardening model can be used as the upper bound. Accordingly, the lower bound power law is 

Ft = Fut ·  (εt/εut)n, which was established in Region-IV and the upper bound linear 

hardening model could be Ft = (a0 + a1εt), where constants are a0 = Fut ·  (1 − εut) and a1 = 

Fut. Based on the weighted-average method, the true stress-strain relation in the postultimate 

strength region (Region-V) may be derived as Ft = Fut[w · (εt/εut)n + (1 − w) · (1 + εt − 

εut)], where w is the unknown weighting constant. The weighting constant w has to be 

established in an iterative manner by numerical simulation of a tensile test until a good 

correlation is achieved between the calculated and the experimental load extension curve. 

 

Experiment: 

The A992 is a relatively new steel grade for building construction in North America. The 

350W steel is the Canadian standard CSA G40.21 steel, which is somewhat equivalent to 

ASTM A572 Grade 50 steel. 

 

    The true stress-true strain model parameters were established through amalgamation of 

experimental and numerical modeling techniques. The test program described here 

considered twenty eight tensile coupons, fourteen each from two different steel grades, 

namely, ASTM A992 steel and the 350W steel. The tensile coupons for this investigation 

were cut along the rolling direction (length direction) of standard W310 × 39 (W12 × 26) 

wide flange beam sections. For each steel grade, eight coupons were taken from the flanges 

and six coupons were from the web of the section. The fabrication dimensions of the tensile 

coupons were in accordance with ASTM A370-10 specifications and recommendations. For 

each specimen, three thickness measurements and three width measurements were taken at 
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different locations within the reduced cross-section of the tensile coupons, and the average 

thickness and the average width of the test coupons were established. The thickness of the 

flange coupons was about 9.1mmand thickness of the web coupons was 5.8 mm. The width 

of the specimens was about 40 mm. The initial gross cross-sectional area of each specimen 

was calculated based on these average dimensions. Some test specimens, which were used for 

the validation of the proposed model, had a central hole. The net area at the hole location was 

established based on measured hole diameter. The specimen ID (identification) used in this 

investigation is based on net area/gross area ratio of the test specimen. In the specimen ID 

related to the experimental investigation, A992/350W indicates the steel grade followed by 

F/W, which indicates the flange/web, followed by the value of net area/gross area ratio. For 

example, Specimen ID-A992-F-0.8 refers to a coupon cut from the flange of the A992 steel 

with net area/gross area ratio of 0.8. Three identical flange and web coupons with no holes 

(shown as F1, W1, etc., in Figure 1.7 and Table 1.1) were used to establish the mechanical 

characteristics of the steel grades under consideration. Five remaining flange coupons and the 

three remaining web coupons were used as perforated tension coupons having different 

diameter holes at the centre of the specimens. Holes with net area/gross area ratios varying 

from 0.5 to 0.9 in increments of 0.1 were prepared for the flange coupons, whereas holes with 

net area/gross area ratios varying from 0.5 to 0.9 in increments of 0.2 were considered for the 

web coupons. The photographic image of the test specimens (solid sample with no holes, and 

perforated samples) is shown in Figures 1.7(a) and 1.7(b), respectively. The coupons were 

tension tested in a Tinius Olsen machine with an axial load capacity of 600 kN. Each test 

specimen was first aligned vertically and centered with respect to the grips of the machine’s 

loading platforms. Two extensometers having gauge lengths of 200mm and 50mm were 

attached on either face of the test coupon. The larger extensometer was used to establish the 

overall engineering stress-strain curve of the coupons, whereas the smaller extensometer, 

which had a greater sensitivity, allowed a more accurate estimation of the initial modulus (E) 

and the proportional limit stress (Fpl). Figure 1.8 shows the engineering stress-engineering 

strain relationships obtained during these tests. As evident from this figure, consistent results 

were obtained for three identical specimens. Furthermore, the specimens from the web 

exhibited yield plateau, whereas no such behavior was observed in the specimens taken from 

the flange. Table 1.1 summarizes the mechanical properties established from the solid coupon 

tensile tests. The average yield strength Fy and ultimate strength Fu of the A992-flange 

coupons were calculated to be 444MPa and 577MPa, respectively, resulting in the Fy/Fu ratio 

of 0.77. The average strains corresponding to the ultimate strength εu and at fracture ε f were 

measured to be 13.8% and 20.8%, respectively. Note that the above strains were based on 

200mm gauge length. The average Fy and Fu values for the A992-web coupons were 

409MPa and 573MPa, respectively, resulting in the Fy/Fu ratio of 0.71. These coupons 

reached the ultimate strength at the strain of 15.6% and fractured at the strain of 21.4%. The 

350Wflange coupons had the Fy and Fu values of 427MPa and 578MPa, respectively, 

resulting in the Fy/Fu ratio of 0.74. The average εu and ε f values associated with these 

coupons were 13.9% and 22.0%, respectively. The average Fy and Fu values of 350W-web 

coupons were measured to be 416MPa and 582MPa, respectively, resulting in the Fy/Fu ratio 

of 0.71. These coupons had average εu and ε f of 15.3% and 19.5%, respectively. The Fy/Fu 

ratio value for the A992-flange coupon was 4%higher than that of the 350W-flange coupon. 
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The true stress-true strain model parameters for Regions-I, II, and III were extracted from 

these results and are shown in Table 1.2. The Region-IV requires the power law parameter n, 

which was established through linear regression of the test results corresponding to that 

region. The test results considered for this region is between points C and D in Figure 1.6 and 

is valid for true stress-true strain region between points C1 and D1 shown in Figure 1.6. 

Figure 1.9 shows a representative calculation corresponding to 350W web element. The 

experimental engineering stress and strains were first converted to true stress and strains, and 

then the strain hardening portion of the relationship was used to obtain a power law fit, which 

resulted in n = 0.1628 for 350W web element. Complete power law relationships for A992, 

350W flange and web elements are given in Table 1.2. The Region-V requires establishment 

of a weighting constant w, which is found here by trial and error. The task is to match the 

finite element numerical analysis results with the corresponding experimental results in this 

region. Here, the tensile test coupon was modeled using the finite element analysis package 

ADINA. The model used the 4-node shell elements with six degrees of freedom per node. 

This element can be employed to model thick and thin general shell structures, and it 

accounts for finite strains by allowing for changes in the element thickness. Also, this shell 

element can be efficiently used with plastic multilinear material models for large-

displacement/large-strain analyses. Each shell element employed 2 × 2 integration points in 

the mid surface (in r-s plane) and 3 Gauss numerical integration points through thickness (in 

t-direction). The model also incorporated a geometric imperfection (maximum amplitude of 

0.1% of the width—40mm) of a half sine wave along the gauge length in order to cause 

diffuse necking. The analysis incorporated both geometric and material nonlinearities (von 

Mises yield criterion and isotropic strain hardening rule). One edge of the model was fully 

restrained while the other end was subjected to a uniform displacement. For analysis of 

members with mid-hole, which is presented in the next section, a finer mesh was used for a 

50mm length of the middle region, where the strain gradient is expected to be large. The true 

stress and strain relationship for Regions- I, II, III, and IV used in the analysis model was 

derived from the engineering stress-strain curve obtained from tension coupon tests as 

described above and as given in Table 1.2. The material model in Region-V first requires a 

true fracture strain εft (point E1 shown in Figure 1.6).  A Study undertaken previously 

indicated that the localized fracture strains for structural steel under uni-axial tensile load 

could vary between 80% and 120%. Therefore, this study considered a true fracture strain of 

100% (i.e., εft = 100%.) corresponding to point E1. Figure 1.10 shows a representative FE 

model used to reproduce the standard coupon test and the associated failure of the model due 

to necking followed by fracture. This figure also shows the boundary conditions used in the 

FE model. The weighting constant w for Region-V has to be established in an iterative 

manner by numerical simulation of tensile tests until a good correlation is achieved between 

the calculated and the experimental load extension curves. In order to illustrate the influence 

of the weighting constant, three different values for w = 1.0, 0.6, and 0.4 were considered in 

the numerical simulations. Figure 1.11 shows the resulting FE predicted responses along with 

the experimental responses of three identical tension coupons (A992 flange). The weighting 

factor w = 1.0, which represents the Region-V by a power-law hardening model, results in a 

numerical response well below the experimental curves. However, for w = 0.4, the numerical 

curve was slightly above the experimental curve and sustains larger fracture strain. The 
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weighting value w = 0.6 gives the best fit for this set of experimental results. Although a 

suitable weight constant w to reproduce the experimental stress-strain curve needs to be 

established by trial and error approach, only a few trials were required in this study. Table 1.2 

shows the values of the weighting constants for A992, 350W flange and web elements. Table 

3 summarizes the experimental and FE predicted values for the engineering stresses and 

strains at fracture. The predicted stresses and strains were in good agreement with the 

corresponding experimental values considering the three identical specimens. The stresses at 

fracture varied as high as a maximum 3%, whereas the fracture strain differed by a maximum 

5% when compared to the corresponding experimental values. Figure 1.12 shows the 

resulting true stress-true strain model for A992 flange element. 

 

 
Figure 1.7 The tension coupons (a) with no holes and (b) with a central hole. 

 

Table 1.1 Summary of mechanical properties of solid coupons (no hole). 
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Figure 1.8 Experimental engineering stress-engineering strain relationships (over 200mm 

gauge length). 
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Figure 1.9 True stress-true strain relationships in region IV—350Wweb 

 

 

 
Figure 1.10  Comparison of failure pattern of test sample with FE simulation results. 
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Figure 1.11 Influence of weighting constant 

 

 
Figure 1.12 Proposed true stress-true strain model for A992-flange steel 
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Table 1.2 True stress-true strain model parameters for A992 and 350W steel grades. 

 

 
 

Table 1.3 Comparison of stress and strain at fracture 

 

Steel structures construction often necessitates fabrication of holes in the flanges of steel 

beams. If one has to build finite element models for such studies or other similar studies on 

steel structures and elements, then such FE models require realistic material stress-strain 

relationships, which can capture the fracture of steel as well. Traditional uni-axial tension 

tests provide engineering stress-engineering strain results which are not accurate particularly 

in the strain hardening range and in the post ultimate strength range. This investigation 

developed true stress-true strain relationships for structural steels in general, and for A992 

and 350W steel grades in particular. This paper established five-stage true stress-true strain 

constitutive models for structural steels, based on numerical simulations calibrated against 

experimental uni-axial tension test results. The proposed model uses a power law in strain 

hardening range and a weighted power-law in the post ultimate range. The true stress-true 

strain model parameters were established through a combination of experimental and 

numerical modeling techniques. The stresses and strains at fracture for the standard coupons 

based on numerical analysis differed by less than 5% when compared to the corresponding 
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results from the experiment. The proposed material constitutive relation was further verified 

through comparison of finite element analysis load deformation behavior with the 

corresponding experimental results for perforated tension coupons. 

 

1.4 Structural Steel from IS 800-2007 

 

1.4.1 The provisions in this section are applicable to the steels commonly used in steel 

construction, namely, structural mild steel and high tensile structural steel. 

1.4.2 All the structural steel used in general construction, coming under the purview of this 

standard shall before fabrication conform to IS 2062. 

1.4.3 Structural steel other than those specified in 1.4.2 may also be used provided that the 

permissible stresses and other design provisions are suitably modified and the steel is also 

suitable for the type of fabrication adopted. 

1.4.3.1 Steel that is not supported by mill test result may be used only in unimportant 

members and details, where their properties such as ductility and weldability would not affect 

the performance requirements of the members and the structure as a whole. However, such 

steels may be used in structural system after confirming their quality by carrying out 

appropriate tests in accordance with the method specified in IS 1608. 

 

1.4.4 Properties 

The properties of structural steel for use in design, may be taken as given in 1.4.4.1 and 

1.4.4.2. 

1.4.4.1 Physical properties of structural steel irrespective of its grade may be taken as: 

Unit mass of steel, p = 7850 kg/m~ 

Modulus of elasticity, E = 2.0 x 10s N/mm2 (MPa) 

Poisson ratio, p = 0.3 

Modulus of rigidity, G = 0.769 x 10s N/mm2 (MPa) 

Co-efficient of thermal expansion cx.= 12 x 10’ /“c 

 

1.4.4.2 Mechanical properties of structural steel 

The principal mechanical properties of the structural steel important in design are the yield 

stress, fy; the tensile or ultimate stress, fu; the maximum percent elongation on a standard 

gauge length and notch toughness. Except for notch toughness, the other properties are 

determined by conducting tensile tests on samples cut from the plates, sections, etc, in 

accordance with IS 1608. Commonly used properties for the common steel products of 

different specifications are summarized in Table 1.4 
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Table 1.4 Tensile Properties of Structural Steel Products 
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Lecture 2: Concept of design of steel structures 

 

2.1 Concept of Design of steel structures 

 

       Design problems are seldom amenable to solution by exact mathematical formulae. 

There is a considerable scope for exercising engineering judgement. Hence, there is no 

“correct solution” to a design problem, as there could be several so-called “correct solutions” 

to the same problem. This is because 

• the designs are invariably subject to individual interpretation of Standards and Codes, 

• the solutions are also subject to differing ideas about what is or what is NOT required from  

   an engineering and environmental stand point, and 

• the individual designers have ingrained ideas from their past experience, which may be  

  valid to-day only to a limited extent, or may not be valid at all. 

 

     Thus the design problems are referred to as "open ended" problems. Nevertheless the 

Designer has the responsibility for ensuring that the goal of the project is achieved (i) safely, 

without taking any undue risks to lives and materials and without causing a liability, (ii) 

within time and (iii) within the (budgeted) cost. Hence, “Engineering Design” may be defined 

as a creative activity of building a new artefact which provides an optimum solution to satisfy 

a defined requirement or need, without endangering the environment. 

 

      Traditionally the professional Structural Engineer had invariably played a vital role in the 

design of constructed facilities, often, in close association with other professionals like 

Architects and others in related disciplines. As a designer, he is responsible for the complete 

process from the conceptual stages to the finished structure. Increasingly, the Society expects 

him to assume responsibility for the durability of the product. In other words, the 

responsibility of a professional Structural Engineer in the 21st century will not be confined 

merely to the immediate economic and environmental impact of his design decisions; society 

expects him to make rational and responsible choices by considering the life cycle costs and 

the long-term environmental effects on the community In the following pages, we will 

highlight the enhanced role of the Professional Engineer in the 21st century and explore how 

the two design criteria are interlinked. 

 

      The Construction Industry, with all its imperfections and limitations, is rightly perceived 

as the provider of the Nation’s infrastructure. Clearly, it is of paramount importance to train 

and educate those who create and manage it, in order to ensure the economic and 

environmental survival of the world. While the world has witnessed some fantastic advances 

in Science and Technology in recent years, many of these achievements have been made at an 

outrageous price, plunging the world into a number of crises, which have impacted directly 

on the construction industry. The global effect of these dramatic changes in the world in the 

last 50 years can be collectively termed the “infrastructure crisis”, which has to be 

encountered and managed by the construction industry. 
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      Issues of durability have always been subjects of debates among Engineers. Is it better to 

spend (say) 40% more initially, in order that the life of a structure could be doubled? What is 

better value to the client? Spend less initially or opt for a longer life? Total neglect of 

durability considerations in all the infrastructure projects undertaken so far combined with 

primitive construction practices still prevailing in India have resulted in what can only be 

termed a “durability crisis”. It is now well established that degradation of all structures has 

become very common in almost all the cities in India and this is particularly true of buildings 

and structures made of reinforced/prestressed concrete. The great tragedy is that there have 

been no efforts to address this issue by the present generation of Developers, Engineers, 

Architects and other design professionals. As a consequence, major problems have been 

allowed to accumulate for future generations of owners and taxpayers to face. 

 

     When a constructed facility  is completed, it will be put to use immediately and this results 

in a return on the capital employed. Delays in the completion of a project would therefore 

represent a delay in the return on capital invested, besides the loss of interest, which that sum 

would have earned otherwise. This essential relationship between time and money is well 

understood in the present context. 

 

     Unfortunately for the Indian client, many architects and designers seldom consider the use 

of alternative materials of construction and the designs are invariably limited to “concrete-

intensive” structures. Often the best optimal design solution is obtained by a sensible 

combination of reinforced and/or prestressed concrete elements with structural steel elements. 

Even when a “steel-intensive” solution is selected; it is very rare for limiting the selection of 

materials of construction to steel only. 

 

    Although India has an installed capacity to produce 35 million tonnes of steel/year, we 

manage to produce only 24 million tonnes/year of which the use in the construction sector 

accounts for around 25% - 30%. By way of comparison, China produced 120 million tonnes 

of steel during 1999 - 2000 and Japan, 95 million tonnes. The total per capita consumption of 

steel in all its forms in India is one of the lowest in the world, being 24 kg/annum, compared 

with 500 kg/annum in the USA and 700 kg/annum in Japan. According to the recent research 

by the Steel Construction Institute, there is a direct link between the gross national product 

per capita and the per capita consumption of steel. 

 

   Indeed, structural steel has inherently superior characteristics to a very significant extent, 

when compared with competing materials. For example, to replace one unit area of steel in 

tension, (with a yield stress of 450 MPa), we would need to use an equivalent plain concrete 

area of about 200 units. For concrete to be able to compete with Structural Steel in 

construction, we need to put Reinforcing Steel into it! Even then, there is no way to prevent 

the cracking of concrete in tension, which often encourages corrosion of reinforcement. In 

compression (or squash loading), one unit area of steel is the equivalent of 15-20 units of 

M20 concrete. A comparison of strength/weight ratio will reveal that steel is at least 3.5 times 

more efficient than concrete. For a given compressive loading, concrete would have 8 times 

the shortening of steel. Again we need reinforcing steel to prop up the plain concrete. 
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     In structures built of Structural Steel, occasional human errors (like accidental 

overloading) do not usually cause any great havoc, as there is a considerable reserve strength 

and ductility. Steel may thus be regarded as a forgiving material whereas concrete structures 

under accidental overload may well suffer catastrophic collapse of the whole structure. 

Repair and retrofit of steel members and their strengthening at a future date (for example, to 

take account of enhanced loading) is a lot simpler than that of reinforced concrete members. 

The quality of steel-intensive construction is invariably superior, when compared with all 

other competing systems (including concrete structures) thus ensuring enhanced durability. 

This is especially true in India, where quality control in construction at site is poor. 

 

     Structural Steel is recyclable and environment-friendly. Over 400 million tonnes of steel 

infrastructure and technology for the recycling of steel is very well established. Steel is the 

world's most versatile material to recycle. But once recycled, steel can hop from one product 

to another without losing its quality. Steel from cans, for instance, can as easily turn up in 

precision blades for turbines or super strong suspension cables. Recycling of steel saves 

energy and primary resources and reduces waste. A characteristic of steel buildings is that 

they can readily be designed to facilitate disassembly or deconstruction at the end of their 

useful lives. This has many environmental and economic advantages; it can mean that steel 

components can be re-used in future buildings without the need for recycling, and the 

consequent avoidance of the energy used and CO2 emitted from the steel production 

processes. 

 

      Steel-intensive construction causes the least disturbance to the community in which the 

structure is located. Fast-track construction techniques developed in recent years using steel-

intensive solutions, have been demonstrated to cause the least disruption to traffic and 

minimise financial losses to the community and business. Even though “the initial cost” of a 

concrete intensive structure may sometimes appear to be cheaper, compared to the equivalent 

steel-intensive structure, it has been proved time and again that its total lifetime cost is 

significantly higher. Thus the popular perception of the concrete-intensive structure being 

cheaper is NOT based on verifiable facts! There is therefore no real cost advantage either. 

 

     Except in a few special structures like tower cranes and transmission towers, it is rare to 

build a structure entirely in steel. Frequently the optimal solution is obtained by employing 

concrete elements compositely with structural steel, especially in multi-storeyed buildings 

and bridges. These methods ensure significant cost benefits to the developers (or owners of 

property) as well as to the community. Composite structural forms have been extensively 

developed in the western world to maximise the respective benefits of using structural steel 

and concrete in combination, but this technology is largely ignored in India, despite its 

obvious benefits. The sizes of composite beams and columns will be appreciably smaller and 

lighter than that of the corresponding reinforced or prestressed sections for resisting the same 

load. A direct economy in the tonnage of steel and indirect economies due to a decrease in 

construction depths of the floors and reduced foundation costs will, therefore, be achieved. 

Generally, improvements in strengths of the order of 30% can be expected by mobilising the 

composite action. An independent study carried out by the Central Building Research 

Institute (CBRI) Roorkee demonstrated that there are substantial cost savings to be achieved 

by the use of Composite Construction 

 

    A structural engineer’s responsibility is to design the structural systems of buildings, 

bridges, dams, offshore platforms etc . A system is an assemblage of components with 

specific objectives and goals and subject to certain constraints or restrictions. System 
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components are required to co-exist and function in harmony, with each component meeting 

a specific performance. Systems design is the application of a scientific method to the 

selection and assembly of components to form the optimum system, to achieve the specified 

goals and objectives, while satisfying the given constraints or restrictions. 

 

    In practice, any constructed facility can be considered as a “System”. The Structural 

System is one of its major subsystems and is indeed its backbone. Some of the other 

coexisting subsystems are those connected with the mechanical, electrical, plumbing and 

lighting facilities. Structural components have to meet the design requirements of adequate 

strength under extreme loads and required stiffness under day-today service loads, while 

satisfying the criteria of economy, buildability and durability.. 

 

   Examples of civil engineering systems include buildings, bridges, airports, railroads, 

tunnels, water supply network etc. For example, a building system is an assemblage 

constructed to provide shelter for human activities or enclosure for stored materials. It is 

subject to restrictions by building specifications on height, floor area etc. Constraints include 

ability to withstand loads from human activities and from natural forces like wind and 

earthquakes. As pointed above, a system consists of many subsystems, i.e. components of the 

system. For example, in a building, major subsystems are structural framing, foundations, 

cladding, non-structural walls and plumbing. Each of these subsystems consists of several 

interrelated components. In the case of structural framing, the components include columns, 

beams, bracing, connections etc. The richness and variety of structural systems can be 

appreciated by the available building structural types that range from massive building blocks 

to shell structures, from structures above or below ground or in water, to structures in outer 

space. Examples of a few steel-framed structures are shown in Fig. 2.1. 

 

2.2 Goals 

 

Before starting the design of a system, the designer should establish the goals for the system. 

These specify what the system is to accomplish and how it will affect the environment and 

other systems or vice versa. Goals are generally made in statements of specific design 

objectives such as purpose, time and cost limitation, environmental constraints etc., which 

would enable the generation of initial and alternative designs. The goals for a system design 

applied to a subsystem serve the same purpose as for a system. They indicate the required 

function of the subsystem and how it affects and is affected by other subsystems. 

 

2.3 Objectives 

 

     Having set down the goals, the designer defines the system objectives. These objectives 

are similar to goals but explain in detail the requirements that the system must satisfy to attain 

the goals. Some of the essential objectives of any project relate to health, safety and welfare 

requirements of the occupants, which are generally defined in local building codes or 

building regulations. Other special objectives include minimisation of initial costs, life-cycle 

costs, construction time etc. At least one criterion (e.g. Fire resistance) must be associated 

with each objective. A criterion is a range of values within which the performance of the 

system must lie (e.g. Two hours fire rating is needed). The criterion serves as a guide in the 

evaluation of alternative systems to the project. 
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Figure 2.1 Examples of steel frame structure 
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2.4 Constraints and Standards 

 

    Constraints are restrictions on the values of design variables, which may or may not be 

under the control of the designer. For example, an I-beam section of 200 mm depth may be 

desirable, but not available. There are also various legal and building code requirements. A 

minimum of one standard must be associated with each constraint. 

 

2.5 Codes and Specifications 

 

    A structural engineer is guided in his design efforts by the relevant codes and 

specifications. Although the word ‘codes’ and ‘specification’ are normally used 

interchangeably, there is a distinction between them. A detailed set of rules and suggestions 

prepared by an interested party is called an engineering specification. On the other hand, 

Codes are frequently formulated by a group of professionals with a view to their adoption by 

the profession as a whole. These are revised at regular intervals based on new developments 

in materials, research, construction techniques etc. Though codes offer general guidance to a 

certain extent, they do not provide answers to all the problems that arise in practice. Mere 

adherence to codes and specifications will curb all initiatives and innovative designs. 

 

2.6 Design Requirements 

 

    The primary structural safety requirement is met by ensuring that the structure has an 

acceptably low risk of failure during its design life. Another important requirement is that the 

structure must be sufficiently stiff to ensure that excessive deflection and vibrations do not 

affect the in-service performance of the structure. The requirement of harmony within the 

structure is affected by the relationships between the different subsystems of the main system, 

the architectural subsystem, the mechanical and electrical subsystems, and the functional 

subsystems required by the use of the structure. Finally, the system should be in harmony 

with its environment, and should not react unfavourably with either the community or its 

physical surroundings. 

 

    Conceptual design refers to the task of choosing a suitable system. (As an example 

architect is generally concerned with the building layout, limits and parameters). In modern 

construction practices, a multidisciplinary team of architect, structural designer and service 

engineer together evolve the conceptual design. A typical organisational chart for a 

multidiscipline design team is seen in Fig. 2.2, which shows the inter-relationship between 

the various design professionals. The structural engineer is charged with the task of ensuring 

that the structure will resist and transfer the forces and loads acting on it with adequate safety, 

while supporting other subsystems and making due allowance for the requirements of 

serviceability, economy, harmony and constructability. The iterative process of achieving 

such a design is shown in Fig. 2.3. Since several simplifying approximations are made in the 

preliminary design, it is necessary to re-check the design. The loads are recalculated more 

precisely and the structure is reanalysed. The performance of the structure is then re-
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evaluated with respect to the structural requirements, and any changes in the member and 

joint sizes are made as shown in Figure 2.4. 

 

 
Figure 2.2  Example of multi - discipline project organisation 
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Figure 2.3 The overall design process (Iterative) 
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Figure 2.4  The structural design process 

 

Frequently, there is a fundamental confusion among students between a problem on Analysis 

and one on Design. In an analysis problem, all the parameters are known. (For example, if 

deflection of a loaded beam is required and the span, loading and the cross sectional 

properties are all known then a unique solution for the value of deflection can be arrived). 

The problem encountered in design (as compared to analysis) is that it involves the selection 

of the span, assessment of the loading, choice of the material of which the beam element is 

made, definition of its cross section and so on.. As a consequence, no unique solution can be 

offered for any design problem. It is clear that the designer has to make several decisions, 

each of which could affect the final result. Considerable engineering discretion of the 

designer is implicit in every design project. 

 

The aim of the comparison of designs is to enable the designer to ascertain the most 

acceptable solution that meets the requirements for the given structure. All factors must be 

taken into consideration. Factors to be taken into account in a typical building project are 

given below by way of illustration: 

1. Materials to be used 

2. Arrangement and structural system (e.g. flooring system) to be adopted 

3. Fabrication and type of jointing 

4. Proposed method of erection of the framework 

5. Type of construction for floor, walls, cladding and finishes 

6. Installation of ventilating/ heating plant, lifts, water supply, power etc. 

7. Corrosion protection required 

8. Fire protection required 

9. Operating and maintenance costs 
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Figure 2.5 Single Bay, Single-storey Structures 

 

 
Figure 2.6 Beam and column construction 

 

Aesthetic considerations are important in many cases and the choice of design may not 

always be based on cost alone. The weight saving may be offset by the higher cost of the 

stronger material or the higher cost of fabrication/construction of complicated systems. Often 

no one solution for a given structure is prominent or obvious to the exclusion of all other 

alternatives. As an example, we can illustrate several choices available to the designer for a 

single bay, single storey structure as shown in Figure 2.5. An example of beam and column 

system frequently used is illustrated in Figure 2.6. Cable stayed structures are frequently 

employed in long span bridges and buildings and are shown in Fig. 2.7. In the following 

chapters, the analysis and design of steel elements are discussed in depth, followed by the 

analysis and design of selection of structural elements. 
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Figure 2.7 Cable-stayed structures 
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Lecture 3 Methods of design of steel structures 

3.1 Introduction 

 

    A Designer has to ensure that the structures and facilities one designs are (i) fit for their 

purpose (ii) safe and (iii) economical and durable. Thus safety is one of the paramount 

responsibilities of the designer. However, it is difficult to assess at the design stage how safe 

a proposed design will actually be – consistent with economy. There is, in fact, a great deal of 

uncertainty about the many factors, which influence both safety and economy. Firstly, there is 

a natural variability in the material strengths and secondly it is impossible to predict the 

loading, which a structure (e.g. a building) may be subjected to on a future occasion. Thus 

uncertainties affecting the safety of a structure are due to 

• uncertainty about loading 

• uncertainty about material strength and 

• uncertainty about structural dimensions and behaviour. 

 

   These uncertainties together make it impossible for a designer to guarantee that a structure 

will be absolutely safe. All that the designer could ensure is that the risk of failure is 

extremely small, despite the uncertainties. 

 

    An illustration of the statistical meaning of safety is given in Fig. 3.1. Let us consider a 

structural component (say, a beam) designed to carry a given nominal load. Bending 

moments (B.M.) produced by characteristic loads are first computed. These are to be 

compared with the characteristic resistance or strength (R.M.) of the beam. But the 

characteristic resistance (R.M.) itself is not a fixed quantity, due to variations in material 

strengths that might occur between nominally same elements. The actual resistance of these 

elements can be expected to vary as a consequence. The statistical distribution of these 

member strengths (or resistances) will be as sketched in (a). 

 

 
Figure 3.1 Statistical Meaning of Safety 
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    Similarly, the variation in the maximum loads and therefore load effects (such as bending 

moment) which different structural elements (all nominally the same) might encounter in 

their service life would have a distribution shown in (b). The uncertainty here is both due to 

variability of the loads applied to the structure, and also due to the variability of the load 

distribution through the structure. Thus if a particularly weak structural component is 

subjected to a heavy load which exceeds the strength of the structural component, clearly 

failure could occur. 

 

    Unfortunately it is not practicable to define the probability distributions of loads and 

strengths, as it will involve hundreds of tests on samples of components. Normal design 

calculations are made using a single value for each load and for each material property and 

making appropriate safety factor into the design calculations. The value used is termed as 

“Characteristic Strength or Resistance” or “ Characteristic Load”. Characteristic resistance of 

a material (such as Concrete or Steel) is defined as that value of resistance below which not 

more than a prescribed percentage of test results may be expected to fall. (For example the 

characteristic yield stress of steel is usually defined as that value of yield stress below which 

not more than 5% of the test values may be expected to fall). In other words, this strength is 

expected to be exceeded by 95% of the cases. Similarly, the characteristic load is that value 

of the load, which has an accepted probability of not being exceeded during the life span of 

the structure. Characteristic load is therefore that load which will not be exceeded 95% of the 

time. 

 

3.2 Standardisation 

 

    Most structural designs are based on experience. Standardisation of all designs is unlikely 

within the foreseeable future hence design rules, based on experience, become useful. If a 

similar design has been built successfully elsewhere, there is no reason why a designer may 

not consider it prudent to follow aspects of design that have proved successful, and adopt 

standardised design rules. As the consequences of bad design can be catastrophic, the society 

expects designers to explain their design decisions. It is therefore advantageous to use 

methods of design that have proved safe in the past. Standardised design methods can help in 

comparing alternative designs while minimising the risk of the cheapest design being less 

safe than the others. 

 

     Most Governments attempt to ensure structural safety through regulations and laws. 

Designers then attempt to achieve maximum economy within the range of designs that the 

regulations allow. Frequently the professions are allowed to regulate themselves; in these a 

cases the Regulations or Codes of Practices are evolved by consultation and consensus within 

the profession. 

 

3.3 Allowable stress design (ASD) 

 

With the development of linear elastic theories in the 19th century the stress-strain behaviour 

of new materials like wrought iron & mild steel could be accurately represented. These 
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theories enabled indeterminate structures to be analysed and the distribution of bending and 

shear stresses to be computed correctly. The first attainment of yield stress of steel was 

generally taken to be the onset of failure. The limitations due to non-linearity and buckling 

were neglected. 

 

The basic form of calculations took the form of verifying that the stresses caused by the 

characteristic loads must be less than an “allowable stress”, which was a fraction of the yield 

stress. Thus the allowable stress may be defined in terms of a “factor of safety" which 

represented a margin for overload and other unknown factors which could be tolerated by the 

structure. The allowable stress is thus directly related to yield stress by the following 

expression: 

 

Allowable stress = Yield stress/ Factor of Safety 

 

In general, each member in a structure is checked for a number of different combinations of 

loading. The value of factor of safety in most cases is taken to be around 1.67. Many loads 

vary with time and these should be allowed for. It is unnecessarily severe to consider the 

effects of all loads acting simultaneously with their full design value, while maintaining the 

same factor of safety or safety factor. Using the same factor of safety or safety factor when 

loads act in combination would result in uneconomic designs. 

 

A typical example of a set of load combinations is given below, which accounts for the fact 

that the dead load, live load and wind load are all unlikely to act on the structure 

simultaneously at their maximum values: 

 

(Stress due to dead load + live load) < allowable stress 

(Stress due to dead load + wind load) < allowable stress 

(Stress due to dead load + live load + wind) < 1.33 times allowable stress. 

 

In practice there are severe limitations to this approach. These are the consequences of 

material non-linearity, non-linear behaviour of elements in the post-buckled state and the 

ability of the steel components to tolerate high theoretical elastic stresses by yielding locally 

and redistributing the loads. Moreover the elastic theory does not readily allow for 

redistribution of loads from one member to another in a statically indeterminate structures. 

 

3.4 Limit state design 

 

An improved design philosophy to make allowances for the shortcomings in the “Allowable 

Stress Design” was developed in the late 1970’s and has been extensively incorporated in 

design standards and codes formulated in all the developed countries. Although there are 

many variations between practices adopted in different countries the basic concept is broadly 

similar. The probability of operating conditions not reaching failure conditions forms the 

basis of “Limit States Design” adopted in all countries. 

“Limit States" are the various conditions in which a structure would be considered to 
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have failed to fulfil the purpose for which it was built. In general two limit states are 

considered at the design stage and these are listed in Table 3.1. 

 

                                     Table 3.1: Limit States 

 

Limit State of Strength                                  Serviceability Limit State 

 

Strength (yield, buckling)                                Deflection 

Stability against overturning and sway             Vibration 

Fracture due to fatigue                                     Fatigue checks (including reparable 

Plastic collapse                                                 damage due to fatigue) 

Brittle Fracture                                         Corrosion 

                                                                        Fire 

 

 

“Limit State of Strength” are: loss of equilibrium of the structure and loss of stability of the 

structure. “Serviceability Limit State" refers to the limits on acceptable performance of the 

structure. 

 

Not all these limits can be covered by structural calculations. For example, corrosion is 

covered by specifying forms of protection (like painting) and brittle fracture is covered by 

material specifications, which ensure that steel is sufficiently ductile. 

 

3.5 Partial safety factor 

 

The major innovation in the new codes is the introduction of the partial safety factor format. 

A typical format is described below: 

 

In general calculations take the form of verifying that 
**

RS <  

 

where S* is the calculated factored load effect on the element (like bending moment, shear 

force etc) and R* is the calculated factored resistance of the element being checked, and is a 

function of the nominal value of the material yield strength. S* is a function of the combined 

effects of factored dead, live and wind loads. (Other loads – if applicable, are also 

considered) 

 

In accordance with the above concepts, the safety format used in Limit State Codes is based 

on probable maximum load and probable minimum strengths, so that a consistent level of 

safety is achieved. Thus, the design requirements are expressed as follows: 

 

Sd ≤ Rd 

 

where Sd = Design value of internal forces and moments caused by the design Loads, Fd  
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Fd = γf* Characteristic Loads. 

γf=  a load factor which is determined on probabilistic basis 

Rd = Characteristic Value of Resistance/γm 

where γm = a material factor, which is also determined on a ‘probabilistic basis’ 

 

It should be noted that γf makes allowance for possible deviation of loads and the reduced 

possibility of all loads acting together. On the other hand γm allows for uncertainties of 

element behaviour and possible strength reduction due to manufacturing tolerances and 

imperfections in the material. 

 

Collapse is not the only possible failure mode. Excessive deflection, excessive vibration, 

fracture etc. also contribute to Limit States. Fatigue is an important design criterion for 

bridges, crane girders etc. (These are generally assessed under serviceability Limit States) 

 

Thus the following limit states may be identified for design purposes: 

• Ultimate Limit State is related to the maximum design load capacity under extreme 

conditions. The partial load factors are chosen to reflect the probability of extreme 

conditions, when loads act alone or in combination. 

• Serviceability Limit State is related to the criteria governing normal use. Un-factored loads 

are used to check the adequacy of the structure. 

• Fatigue Limit State is important where distress to the structure by repeated loading is a 

possibility. 

 

The above limit states are provided in terms of partial factors reflects the severity of the 

risks. 

 

An illustration of partial safety factors for applied load and materials as suggested in the 

revised IS: 800 for Limit States of Strength and Limit States of Serviceability are given in 

Table 3.2 and 3.3 respectively. 

 

3.6 Factors governing the ultimate strength 

 

Stability is generally ensured for the structure as a whole and for each of its elements. This 

includes overall frame stability against overturning and sway, as given below. The structure 

as a whole or any part of it are designed to prevent instability due to overturning, uplift or 

sliding under factored load as given below: 

 

a) The actions are divided into components aiding instability and components resisting 

instability. 

 

b) The permanent and variable actions and their effects causing instability are combined 

using appropriate load factors as per the Limit States requirements to obtain maximum 

destabilizing effect. 
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c) The permanent actions (loads) and effects contributing to resistance shall be multiplied 

with a partial safety factor 0.9 and added together with design resistance (after multiplying 

with appropriate partial safety factor). Variable actions and their effects contributing to 

resistance are disregarded. 

 

d) The resistance effect shall be greater than or equal to the destabilizing effect. Combination 

of imposed and dead loads should be such as to cause most severe effect on overall stability. 

 

3.7 Limit state of serviceability 

 

As stated in IS: 800: 2007, Serviceability Limit State is related to the criteria, governing 

normal use. Serviceability limit state is limit state beyond which service criteria, specified 

below, are no longer met: 

 

a) Deflection Limit 

b) Vibration Limit 

c) Durability Consideration 

d) Fire Resistance 

 

Load factor, γf, of value equal to unity are used for all loads leading to Serviceability Limit 

States to check the adequacy of the structure under serviceability limit states, unless specified 

otherwise. 

 

The deflection under serviceability loads of a building or a building component should be 

such that, they do not impair the strength of the structure or components or cause damage to 

finishing. Deflections are to be checked for the most adverse but realistic combination of 

service loads and their arrangement, by elastic analysis, using a load factors as per Table 3.3. 

Table 3.4 gives recommended limits of deflections for certain structural members and 

systems. 

 

As per IS: 800, suitable provisions in the design are required to be made for the dynamic 

effects of live loads, impact loads and vibration due to machinery operating loads. In severe 

cases possibility of resonance, fatigue or unacceptable vibrations shall be investigated. 

Unusually flexible structures (generally the height to effective width of lateral load resistance 

system exceeding 5:1) need to be investigated for lateral vibration under dynamic wind loads. 

 

Durability or Corrosion resistance of a structure is generally, under conditions relevant to 

their intended life as are listed below: 

a) The environment 

b) The degree of exposure 

c) The shape of the member and the structural detail 

d) The protective measure 

e) Ease of maintenance 
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Fire resistance of a steel member is a function of its mass, its geometry, the actions to 

which it is subjected, its structural support condition, fire protection measures adopted 

and the fire to which it is exposed. 

 

3.8 Classification Of Cross-Sections 

 

Determining the resistance (strength) of structural steel components requires the designer to 

consider first the cross sectional behaviour and second the overall member behaviour - 

whether in the elastic or inelastic material range, cross sectional resistance and rotation 

capacity are limited by the effects of local buckling. 

 

In the IS 800: 2007 code cross sections are placed into four behavioural classes depending 

upon the material yield strength, the width to- thickness ratios of the individual components 

(e.g., webs and flanges) within the cross section, and the loading arrangement. The four 

classes of sections are defined as follows (see also Fig.3.2): 

 

 
 

Figure 3.2:    Moment-Rotation Behaviour Of The Four Classes Of Cross-Sections As 

Defined By IS 800: 2007 

 

(a) Plastic or class 1 Cross sections which can develop plastic hinges and have the rotation 

capacity required for the failure of the structure by the formation of a plastic mechanism 

(only these sections are used in plastic analysis and design). 

 

(b) Compact or class 2 Cross sections which can develop their plastic moment resistance, but 

have inadequate plastic hinge rotation capacity because of local buckling. 

 

(c) Semi-compact or class 3 Cross sections in which the elastically calculated stress in the 

extreme compression fibre of the steel member, assuming an elastic distribution of stresses, 
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can reach the yield strength, but local buckling is liable to prevent the development of the 

plastic moment resistance. 

 

(d) Slender or class 4 Cross sections in which local buckling will occur even before the 

attainment of yield stress in one or more parts of the cross section. In such cases, the effective 

sections for design are calculated by deducting the width of the compression plate element in 

excess of the semi-compact section limit. 

 

It has to be noted that only plastic sections should be used in indeterminate frames forming 

plastic-collapse mechanisms. In elastic design, semi-compact sections can be used with the 

understanding that the maximum stress reached will be My. Slender sections also have 

stiffness problems and are not preferable for hot-rolled structural steelwork. Compact or 

plastic sections are used for compression members, since they have more stiffness than semi-

compact or slender members. 

 

The maximum value of limiting width-thickness ratio of different classifications of sections is 

given by the code as shown in Table 3.5. When different elements of a cross section fall 

under different classifications, the most critical one has to be selected to represent the 

classification of the cross-section. Most of the hot-rolled sections available in the market fall 

under the category of plastic or compact sections. 

 

Table 3.2: Partial safety factors for loads, fγ  for limit states 
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Table 3.3: Partial safety factors for materials mγ  

 

 
 

Table 3.4  Deflection Limits 
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Table 3.5 Limiting Width to Thickness Ratio 
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Lecture 4 Structural Steel Elements 

4.1 Structural elements 

 

A building structure consisting of a steel frame work skeleton is made up of the following 

structural elements or members 

i) Flexural members; beams or girders 

ii) Tension members 

iii) Compression members: columns, stanchions, struts 

iv) Torsional members 

v) Elements of foundation structure 

 

Some elements or members may be subjected to combined bending and axial loads. The 

members of steel frame are jointed together by riveted, bolted, pinned or welded connections 

or joints. No matter how complicated a structure may appear to be, it must consist of some 

combination of the basic members mentioned above. However, flexural members, (or beams) 

may, in some cases, appear as extremely heavy built-up girders and the compression 

members (or columns) and tension members (or ties) may be combined to form heavy trusses 

in an extensive frame work. The structural elements are made up of the following commonly 

used structural shapes and built-up sections as shown in Figure 4.1 below. 

                                                       

       
 

            welded I-Section                                      Hollow Section 

 

                        
      Rolled I-Sections                                          Welded Box Section 

 

        
 

Channel, Angle, T and Solid Sections                   Built-upMember 

Figure 4.1 Commonly used structural shapes 
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i) Angle section 

ii) T-section 

iii) Channel section 

iv) I-section 

v) Z-section 

vi) Solid square section 

vii) Square tube 

viii) Circular section (solid) 

ix) Hollow circular section 

x) Plate section 

xi) Compound and built-up sections 

 

4.2 Beams and Girders 

 

A beam is a structural member the primary function of which is to support loads normal to its 

axis. The word beam and the word girder are used more or less interchangeably. However, 

the word girder may mean either a built-up member (usually a heavy one) or a main beam 

(single rolled shaped or built-up) which supports other beams. In a beam, loads are resisted 

by bending and shear, but local stress conditions and deflection are also important 

considerations. Beams in structures may also be referred to by typical names that suggest 

their function in the structure as given below: 

i) Girder              :Usually indicate a major beam frequently at wide spacing that  

                    supports  small  beams 

ii) Joists                   : Closely spaced beams supporting the floors and roofs of buildings 

iii) Purlins             : Roof beams usually supported by trusses 

iv) Rafters             : Roof beams usually supported by purlins 

v) Lintel                 : Beam over window or door openings that support the wall above 

vi) Girts:                  :Horizontal wall beams used to support wall covering on the side of   

                    an industrial building 

vii) Spandrel beam  :Beam around the outside perimeter of a floor that support the exterior  

                   walls and the outside edge of the floor 

 

4.3 Tension Members 

 

A tension member is the one which is intended to resist axial tension. Tension members are 

also called ties or hangers. The cross-sectional arrangement of material in axially stressed 

tension members is structurally unimportant. 

 

4.4 Compression members 

 

Compression members also called columns, struts, posts or stanchions are intended primarily 

to resist compressive stress. The requirements for compression members are more demanding 

than those for tension members, since in this case the carrying capacity is a function of shape 
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as well as of area and material properties. The buckling of the column in any possible 

direction becomes a governing criterion. 
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Lecture 5 Structural Steel Sections 

5.1 Structural steel sections 

 

 Structural steel is rolled into a variety of shapes and sizes. The shapes are designated by the 

shape and size of their cross-section. Following are various types of rolled structural steel 

sections commonly used: 

i) Rolled steel beam sections (I-section) 

ii) Rolled steel channel sections 

iii) Rolled steel angle sections 

iv) Rolled steel T-sections 

v) Rolled steel bars 

vi) Rolled steel plates 

vii) Rolled steel sheets and strips 

viii) Mild steel flats 

 

 
Figure 5.1 Rolled steel I beam 

 

1. Rolled steel beam section (Figure 5.1) 

ISI Hand Book for Structural Engineers Vol 1: Structural steel sections gives five 

series of beam section 

i) Junior beams, designated as ISJB (Indian Standard Junior Beams) 

ii) Light Beams designated as ISLB (Indian Standard Light Beams) 

iii) Medium Beams, designated as ISMB (Indian Standard Medium Weight Beams) 

iv) Wide Flange Beams, designated as ISWB (Indian Standard Wide-Flange Beams) 

v) H-Beams or column beams designated as ISHB (Indian Standard H-Beams) 

 

Each beam section is designated by the series to which it belongs followed by the depth (in 

mm) of the section. For example, ISMB 400 means a beam section of medium weight and of 

depth equal to 400 mm. In some cases of wide flange beams and H-beams, more than one 
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section is available for the same depth. For example, more than one section is available for 

the same depth. For example, there are two sections of ISWB600; these two sections are 

differentiated by writing the mass of the beams per m run. Thus we have ISWB 600 @133.7 

kg/m and ISWB 600@145.1 kg/m both of these being two different sections having different 

properties. Similarly we have ISHB 300@58.8 kg/m and ISHB 300@63.0 kg/m giving two 

different sections having different geometrical properties. 

 

2. Rolled Steel Channel Sections (Figure 5.2) 

ISI hand book gives the following four series of channel sections: 

i) Junior channels designated by ISJC (Indian Standard Junior Channels) 

ii) Light Channels designated by ISLC (Indian Standard Light Channels) 

iii) Medium channels designated by ISMC (Indian Standard Medium Weight Channels) 

iv) Special channels designated by ISSC (Indian Standard Special Channels) 

Each rolled steel section is designated by the series to which it belongs, followed by its depth 

(in mm) and then its mass per metre length. Thus we have ISLC 400@45.7 Kg/m, meaning 

thereby that it is a light channel, having depth equal to 400 mm and mass equal to 45.7 kg/m. 

A channel section has only one axis of symmetry. Due to this, it is subjected to twisting or 

torsion, along with bending, when used as a beam. 

 

 
Figure 5.2 Rolled steel channel  

 

3. Rolled Steel Angle Sections (Figure 5.3) 

ISI hand book gives three series of angle sections: 

i) Equal angles section designated by ISA (Indian Standard Equal Angles) 

ii) Unequal angles section designated by ISA (Indian Standard Unequal Angles) 

iii) Bulb angle section designated by ISBA (Indian Standard Bulb angles) (Figure 5.4) 

Since the equal angle section and unequal angle section are designated by the same series, the 

width and height of the legs of the angle are also mentioned along with the series. Thus, ISA 
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4040 will mean an equal angle section, having width and depth equal to 40 mm. Similarly 

ISA 4025 will mean an unequal angle section having depth equal to 40 mm and width equal 

to 25 mm. A bulb angle has unequal legs and hence only its depth is mentioned along with 

the series designation. Thus we have ISBA 300 meaning there by that it is a bulb angle 

section having its depth equal to 300 mm. However, there may be two bulb sections of the 

same depth, and these are differentiated by mentioning their mass per metre length. Thus we 

have ISBA 300 @ 47.5 kg/m and ISBA 300 @52.6 kg/m giving two sections which have 

different properties. It should be noted that the angle sections mentioned above do not have 

any axis of symmetry and hence the principal axes u-u and v-v are inclined to x-x and y-y 

axes. 

 
Figure 5.3 Rolled steel angle  

 

4. Rolled Steel T-sections (Figure 5.5) 

i) Normal Tee designated by ISNT, having width of flange, equal to the depth of section 

ii) H-Tee or wide flange tee, designated by ISHT, having width of flange equal to twice 

     the depth of the section. 

iii) Short-Tee designated by ISST, having the width of flange shorter than the depth of  

     the section 

iv) Light-Tee, designated by ISLT, having light weight 

v) Junior Tee designated by ISJT 

 

Each T-section is designated by the series to which it belongs followed by the depth in mm. 

Thus we have ISNT 100, meaning there by that it is a normal Tee section, having its depth 

equal to 100 mm. Similarly ISLT 100 will mean a light Tee section having depth of section 

equal to 100 mm. It is always preferable to mention the mass per metre length also such as 

ISNT 100 @ 15.0 kg/m or ISST 200 @ 28.4 kg/m etc. 

 

5. Rolled Steel Bar Sections (Figure 5.6) 

ISI Hand book gives rolled steel bars of two types: 

i) Round bars designated by ISRO 

ii) Square bars designated by ISSQ 
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Each bar section is designated by the series to which it belongs along with the diameter or the 

width in mm. Thus ISRO 100 will mean a round bar having 100 mm diameter. Similarly 

ISSQ 80 will mean a square bar of size 80 mm. 

  

 
Figure 5.4 Rolled steel bulb angle 

 
Figure 5.5 Rolled steel Tee bars 

 

 

 
Figure 5.6 Square and round bars 
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Lecture 6 Riveted Connections 

 

6.1 Types of Connections 

 

A structure is an assembly of various elements or components which are fastened together 

through some type of connection. If connections are not designed properly and fabricated 

with care, there may be a source of weakness in the finished structure, not only in their 

structural action but also because they may be the focus of corrosion and aesthetically 

unpleasing. Where as the design of main members has reached an advanced stage, based 

upon theories which have been developed and refined, the behaviour of connections is often 

so complex that theoretical considerations are of little use in practical design. By their very 

nature, connections are a jumble of local effects. Most connections are highly inderminate, 

with the distribution of stress depending upon the deformation of fasteners and the detail 

material. Local restraints may prevent the deformation necessary for desirable stress 

redistribution. 

 

 Following are the requirements of a good connection in steelwork: 

1. It should be rigid, to avoid fluctuating stresses which may cause fatigue failure 

2. It should be such that there is the least possible weakening of the parts to be joined 

3. It should be such that it can be easily installed, inspected and maintained. 

 

The following are the common types of connections used for structural steel work; 

 

1. Riveted connections 

2. Bolted connections 

3. Pinned connections 

4. Welded connections 

 

Rivets, bolts and welds are used extensively, and frequently the economic advantage of one 

over the other two is so small to be uncertain. However, at one time, riveting prevailed but it 

has been superseded in importance by welding and high-strength bolting. 

 

6.2 Historical Notes on Rivets 

 

Rivets were the accepted method for connecting the members of steel structures for many 

years. Today however they no longer provide the most economical connections and are 

obsolete. It is doubtful that you could find a steel fabricator who can do riveting. It is 

however desirable for the designer to be familiar with rivets even though he or she will 

probably never design riveted structures. He or she may have to analyze an existing riveted 

structure for new loads or for an expansion of the structure. The purpose of these sections is 

to present only a very brief introduction to the analysis and design of rivets. One advantage of 

studying these obsolete connectors is that while doing so you automatically learn how to 

analyze common bolts. These bolts are handled exactly as are rivets except that the design 

stresses are slightly different.  
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6.3 Rivet and Riveting 

 

Riveting is a method of joining together structural steel components by inserting ductile 

metal pins, called rivets, into holes of the components to be connected from coming apart. A 

rivet consists of (i) a shank of given length and diameter and (ii) a head known as 

manufactured head. The size of the rivet is defined by the diameter of the shank. Riveting is 

essentially a forging process during which a hot rivet is driven in its plastic state and a head is 

formed at the other end. The head so formed at the other end of the rivet with the help of a 

riveting hammer and a buckling bar is known as driven head. 

  Rivets driven in the field during the erection of a structure are known as field rivets. Rivets 

driven in the fabricating shop are known as shop rivets. Both these types are known as hot 

driven rivets since the rivets are heated to a temperature ranging between 1000
o 

F to 1950
o
F 

before driving. Field rivets are driven by a hand operated pneumatic riveting hammer, while 

the shop rivets are driven by “bull” riveter. Some rivets are driven at atmospheric 

temperature. They are known as cold driven rivets which are squeezed or driven to fill the 

holes and to form the heads by application of large pressure. However, they are smaller in 

diameter, ranging from 12 mm to 22 mm. Strength of cold driven rivet is more than hot 

driven rivets. Rivets driven by hand operated riveting hammer are known as hand driven 

rivets while those driven by power operated equipment are known as power driven rivets. 

Some times, even the field rivets may also be power driven.   

 

6.4 Types of Rivetd Joints 

 

There are two types of riveted or bolted joints. 

i) Lap joint: The first is the lap joint in which the plates to be connected overlap each 

other. (Figure 6.1) 

ii) Butt joint: The second is the butt joint in which the plates are to be connected butt 

against each other and the connection is made by providing a cover plate on one 

or both sides of the joint. (Figure 6.2)  

 

 
Figure 6.1 Single Riveted lap joint 

 
Figure 6.2 Double riveted butt joint 

6.5 Definitions 

 

The following definitions are used for riveted or bolted joints 

i) Nominal diameter: The diameter of the shank of a rivet before riveting is called the 

     nominal diameter.  
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ii) Effective diameter or gross diameter: The effective or gross diameter of a rivet is  

     equal to the diameter of the hole it fills after riveting 

iii) Gross area: The gross area of a rivet is given by its gross diameter. 

iv) Pitch: The distance between centres of any two adjacent rivets is called the pitch. 

v) Gauge: A row of rivets parallel to the direction of force is called a gauge line. The  

     normal distance between two adjacent gauge lines is called the gauge distance. 

vi) Edge distance; It is the distance between the edge of a member or cover plate and the  

     centre of the nearest rivet hole. 

 

6.6 Failure of a riveted joint (Figure 6.3) 

 

 
Figure 6.3: Failure of Riveted joints 

 

Consider a riveted joint shown in Figure 6.3. The joint may fail in any of the following 

manners. 

i) Tearing of the plate between rivet holes: The strength of the plate is reduced by rivet 

      holes and the plate may tear off along the line of the rivet holes as shown in Figure b.  

     This type of failure is for tension members only. 

ii) Shearing of rivet: The rivets fail by shearing if the shearing stress exceeds their 

      shearing strength. In lap joints and single cover butt joints, the rivets are sheared at   

      one plane only. In a double cover butt joint, the rivets are sheared at two planes as  

      shown in Figure c. 

iii) Bearing of plate or rivet: The plate or rivet is crushed if the compressive stress 

     exceeds the bearing strength of the plate or the rivet as shown in Figure d. 
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iv) Edge cracking; The plate will crack at the back of a rivet if it is placed very near to 

      the edge of the plate as shown in figure e. This failure is prevented if the minimum  

     edge distances are provided. 

 

The first three types of failures determine the strength of a joint. The rivet value or strength of 

rivet is determined by the types of failure described in shearing and bearing of rivets. 

 

6.7 Assumptions in the theory of riveted joints 

 

Certain assumptions are made while deriving expressions for the strength of riveted joints as 

follows: 

i) The tensile stress is uniformly distributed on the portions of the plate between the 

           rivets. 

ii) The friction between the plates is neglected. 

iii) The shearing stress is uniformly distributed on the cross-sections of the rivets. 

iv) The rivets fills the holes completely. 

v) The rivets in a group share the direct load equally 

vi) Bending stress in rivets is neglected 

 

6.8 Strength of a Riveted Joint 

 

Consider one pitch p of the riveted joint as shown in Figure 6.3 a. 

Strength of joint per pitch = smaller of i) the strength of plate between rivet holes in tension 

and ii) rivet value 

i) Strength of plate between rivet holes in tension = ( )tdpat −σ  

ii) Rivet value = smaller of the bearing strength and shearing strength of rivet 

Bearing strength of rivet = dtpfσ or  dtpσ  whichever is smaller 

Shearing strength of rivet = 2

4
dvf

π
τ  in single shear 

                                       = 2

4
2 dvf

π
τ  in double shear 

Where atσ  is the allowable tensile stress in an axially loaded tension member 

            pσ  is the allowable bearing stress in the member 

            pfσ  is the allowable bearing stress in the rivets 

            vfτ  is the allowable shear stress in the rivets 

           p  is the pitch 

            d is the diameter of the rivet 

            t is the thickness of the thinner part 

              t is the thickness of the main plate or the total thickness of cover plates,  

             whichever is smaller. 
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6.8 Efficiency of a joint 

 

The original strength of a section is reduced by rivet holes. The efficiency of a joint is the 

ratio of the joint and the original strength of the member without rivet holes. At the weakest 

critical section, the number of rivet holes should be minimum for maximum efficiency.  

 

6.9 Design of riveted joints for axially loaded members 

 

The diameter of a rivet is generally calculated by the following formula; 

td 6=  where d is the rivet diameter in mm and t is the thickness of plate in mm 

Number of rivets required for the joint = Load/Rivet value 

The rivets are arranged bearing in mind the following points: 

i) The arrangement should satisfy the gauge, pitch and edge distance requirements 

ii) The strength of joint should be increased gradually towards the joint for uniform  

     distribution of stress in the rivets. 

iii) The cg of each rivet group should coincide ith the centreline of the connected  

      members. It is not possible practically to follow this condition in some cases e.g the      

     angle connection with gusset plate. The small eccentricities are usually neglected. 

iv) The centreline of all members meeting at a joint should coincide at one point only 

      otherwise the joint will twist out of position, 

v) The strength of member reduces due to rivet holes. The reduction in area due to rivet  

      holes is minimum if rivets are arranged in a zig-zag form. 

 

Design example 

Figure 6.4 shows a joint in the lower chord of a roof truss. Design the riveted connections if 

the permissible stresses are: 

MPaat 150=σ  

MPapf 250=σ  

MPavf 80=τ  

 

 
Figure 6.4 A truss joint 
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Table 6.1 Rivet diameter pitch and edge distances 

Nominal dia 

of rivets (mm) 

12 14 16 18 20 22 24 27 30 

Gross dia of 

rivets 

13.5 15.5 17.5 19,5 21.5 23.5 25.5 29 32 

Minimum 

edge distance 

for sheared or 

rough edge 

19 25 29 32 32 38 44 51 57 

Minimum 

edge distance 

for rolled or 

planed edge 

17 22 25 29 29 32 38 44 51 

 

Minimum pitch = 2.5 times the diameter of the rivet hole 

Maximum pitch = 32 t or 300 mm whichever is less 

 

Solution: Using a gusset plate 12 mm thick 

Diameter of rivets = 9.18106 =  (say 20 mm) 

Gross diameter of rivets = 20 + 1.5 = 21.5 mm (Table 6.1) 

 

Member OB 

 Strength of rivets in bearing on 8 mm thick angle = KN43
1000

85.21250
=

××
 

Strength of rivet in single shear =  ( ) KN295.21
41000

80 2
=××

π
 

Rivet value = 29 KN 

Number of rivets required = 56/29 = 1.9 (say 2 rivets) 

 

Member OC 

 

Strength of rivets in bearing on 10 mm thick angle = KN75.53
1000

105.21250
=

××
 

Strength of rivet in single shear =  ( ) KN295.21
41000

80 2
=××

π
 

Rivet value = 29 KN 

Number of rivets required = 112/29 = 3.86 (say 4 rivets) 

 

Member AD 

 

Strength of rivets in bearing on 12 mm thick gusset = KN5.64
1000

125.21250
=

××
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Strength of rivet in double shear =  ( ) KN585.21
41000

802 2
=××

× π
 

Rivet value = 58 KN 

Number of rivets required = Difference of force in member AO & OD/58 =(284-187)/58=1.6 

(say 2 rivets) 

 

For all rivets adopt pitch = 3D = 5.645.213 =×  (say 65 mm) 

Edge distance = 2D = 43 mm (say 45 mm) 

 

The arrangements are shown as below in Figure 6.5. 

 
 

Figure 6.5 Design of a riveted joint 
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Lecture 7 Welded Connections 

 

 
Welded Connections 

 

7.1 Introduction 

 

Steel sections are manufactured and shipped to some standard lengths, as governed by 

rolling, transportation and handling restrictions. However, most of the steel structural 

members used in structures have to span great lengths and enclose large three dimensional 

spaces. Hence connections are necessary to synthesize such spatial structures from one- and 

two-dimensional elements and also to bring about stability of structures under different loads. 

Thus, connections are essential to create an integral steel structure using discrete linear and 

two-dimensional (plate) elements. 

 

A structure is only as strong as its weakest link. Unless properly designed, the connections 

joining the members may be weaker than the members being joined. However, it is desirable 

to avoid connection failure before member failure for the following reasons: 

• To achieve an economical design, usually it is important that the connections develop the 

full strength of the members. 

• Usually connection failure is not as ductile as that of steel member failure. Hence it is 

desirable to avoid connection failure before the member failure. 

 

Therefore, design of connections is an integral and important part of design of steel 

structures. They are also critical components of steel structures, since 

• They have the potential for greater variability in behaviour and strength, 

• They are more complex to design than members, and 

• They are usually the most vulnerable components, failure of which may lead to the failure 

of the whole structure. 

 

Thus designing for adequacy in strength, stiffness and ductility of connections will ensure 

deflection control during service load and larger deflection and ductile failure under overload. 

Hence, a good understanding of the behaviour and design of joints and connections in steel 

structures is an important pre-requisite for any good design engineer.  
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Welded connections are direct and efficient means of transferring forces from one member to 

the adjacent member. Welded connections are generally made by melting base metal from 

parts to be joined with weld metal, which upon cooling form the connection. The welded 

connections in a majority of the cases may be categorised as fillet weld or butt (or groove) 

welds as shown in Fig. 7.1. 

 

Fillet welds, as shown in Fig. 7.1(a), are made against two surfaces of adjacent plates to 

join them together. The merits of the fillet welds are: 

• no prior edge preparation is necessary, 

• simple, fast and economical to make, and 

• does not require very skilled labour. 

The demerits of fillet welds are: 

• not appropriate to transfer forces large in magnitude, 

• poorer performance under fatigue loading, and 

• less attractive in appearance. 

Butt welds, as shown in Fig. 7.1(b), are made by butting plate surfaces against one another 

and filling the gap between contact surfaces with weld metal, in the process fusing the 

base metal also together. In order to ensure full penetration of the weld metal, normally 

the contact surfaces are cambered to obtain gap for the weld metal to flow easily. 

 

 
Figure 7.1 Typical welded connections 

 

The merits of butt welds are: 

• easily designed and fabricated to be as strong as the member, 

• better fatigue characteristics, compared to fillet welds, 

• better appearance, compared to fillet welds, and 

• easy to detail and the length of the connection is considerably reduced. 

The demerits of the butt welds are: 

• more expensive than fillet welds because of the edge preparation required, and 

• require more skilled manpower, than that required for filled welds. 

 

It has been pointed out that steel sections are linear elements produced in certain convenient 

lengths due to constraints on manufacturing and transportation. Therefore connections are 

necessary to provide continuity, where required, as well as to create three-dimensional steel 
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structures. One of the most efficient and possibly direct ways of providing connections in 

steel structures is by way of welding. Welding is the process of joining two pieces of metal 

by creating a strong metallurgical bond between them by heating or pressure or both. It is 

distinguished from other forms of mechanical connections, such as riveting or bolting, which 

are formed by friction or mechanical interlocking. It is one of the oldest and reliable methods 

of jointing. Welding was quite an art prevalent in ancient Greece to make bracelets. It was 

probably a forging process, where metals were heated and hammered together. Modern 

welding has been in existence since World War I. It was mainly used for repairing damaged 

ships. After 1919, the use of welding as a construction and fabrication method began to 

develop. Since then many improvements and developments have taken place. Today there are 

over 50 different welding processes, which can be used to join various metals and their 

alloys. 

Advantages of welding 

 

Welding offers many advantages over bolting and riveting. Some of the advantages are 

listed in the following. 

 

• Welding enables direct transfer of stress between members. Hence, the weight of the joint is 

minimum. Besides efficiency, design details are very simple. Less fabrication cost compared 

to other methods due to handling of fewer parts and elimination of operations like drilling, 

punching etc. The most striking advantage of welded structures is in the area of economy. 

Welded structures allow the elimination of a large percentage of the gusset and splice plates 

necessary for riveted or bolted structures. Time is saved in detailing, fabrication and field 

erection. In some bridge trusses it may be possible to save up to 15% of the steel weight by 

resorting to welding. Welding also requires considerably less labour for executing the work. 

 

• Welding offers air tight and water tight joining of plates and hence ideal for oil storage 

tanks, ships etc. 

 

• Welded structures usually have a neat appearance as against the cluttered surface of bolted 

or riveted connections. Fig. 7.2 shows a comparison of riveted plate girder and a welded plate 

girder. Further, welded connections offer the designer more freedom for innovation in his 

design concept. It enables him to use any cross section and the best configuration to transmit 

forces from one member to another. 
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a) Riveted plate girder 

 
 

b). Welded  plate girder 

Figure 7.2 

 

The range of application of welding is very wide. For example, connection of a steel pipe 

column to other members can be made very easily by welding whereas it is virtually 

impossible by bolting or riveting. Welding is practicable even for complicated shapes of 

joints. 

 

• There is no need for holes in members connected by welding except possibly for erection 

purposes. This has direct influence in the case of tension members as the problem of 

determining the minimum net section is eliminated. This also results in a member with a 

smaller cross section. 

 

• Welded structures are more rigid compared to structures with riveted and bolted 

connections. The rigidity of welded structures is due to the direct connection of members by 

welding. In bolted or riveted structures, the connection is established through angles or plates, 

which deflect under loads, making the structure flexible. 

 

• It is easier to make design changes and to correct mistakes during erection, if welding is 

used. It is also a simple procedure to strengthen the existing structures with welding. 

 

*. A truly continuous structure is formed by the process of fusing the members together. This 

gives the appearance of a one-piece construction. Generally welded joints are as strong or 

stronger than the base metal, thereby placing no restriction on the joints. 

 

Due to this continuity advantage, a very large number of steel frames have been constructed 

all over the world. 

• Stress concentration effect is considerably less in a welded connection. Some of the 

lesser important advantages of the welding processes are: relative silence of the 

process of welding and fewer safety precautions. 

Some of the disadvantages of welding are: 

• Welding process requires highly skilled manpower 

• Experienced manpower is needed for inspection of welded connections. Also, non-

destructive evaluation may have to be carried out to detect defects in welds 
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• Welded joints are highly prone to cracking under fatigue loading 

• Costly equipment is essential to make welded connections 

• Proper welding can not be done in the field environment 

• Large residual stresses and distortion are developed in welded connections 

In the earlier days, combination of bolting, riveting and welding was not practiced. Structures 

were completely welded, bolted or riveted. Presently both are used in a structure except that 

both connection techniques are not used in one and the same joint. The present trend is to use 

welding for workshop connections or splices, and high strength bolts for field joints. 

 

Basic welding processes 

 

In general, gas and arc welding are employed; but, almost all structural welding is arc 

welding. In gas welding a mixture of oxygen and some suitable gas is burned at the tip of a 

torch held in the welder’s hand or by an automatic machine. Acetylene is the gas used in 

structural welding and the process is called oxyacetylene welding. The flame produced can be 

used both for cutting and welding of metals. Gas welding is a simple and inexpensive 

process. But, the process is slow compared to other means of welding. It is generally used for 

repair and maintenance work. The most common welding processes, especially for structural 

steel, use electric energy as the heat source produced by the electric arc. In this process, the 

base metal and the welding rod are heated to the fusion temperature by an electric arc. The 

arc is a continuous spark formed when a large current at a low voltage is discharged between 

the electrode and the base metal through a thermally ionised gaseous column, called plasma. 

The resistance of the air or gas between the electrode and the objects being welded changes 

the electric energy into heat. A temperature of 33000 C to 55000 C is produced in the arc. 

 

The welding rod is connected to one terminal of the current source and the object to be 

welded to the other. In arc welding, fusion takes place by the flow of material from the 

welding rod across the arc without pressure being applied. 

 

Arc Welding Processes 

 

Different processes of arc welding are explained in the following sections: 

 

7.1.1 Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SMAW) 

In Shielded Metal Arc Welding or SMAW (Fig. 7.3), heating is done by means of electric arc 

between a coated electrode and the material being joined. In case bare wire electrode (without 

coating) is employed, the molten metal gets exposed to atmosphere and combines chemically 

with oxygen and nitrogen forming defective welds. The electrode coating on the welding rod 

forms a gaseous shield that helps to exclude oxygen and stabilise the arc. 

 

The coated electrode also deposits a slag in the molten metal, which because of its lesser 

density compared to the base metal, floats on the surface of the molten metal pool, shields it 

from atmosphere, and slows cooling. After cooling, the slag can be easily removed by 

hammering and wire brushing. 
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Figure 7.3 Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SMAW) process 

The coating on the electrode thus 

• Shields the arc from atmosphere 

• Coats the molten metal pool against oxidation 

• Stabilises the arc 

• Shapes the molten metal by surface tension 

• Provides alloying element to weld metal 

 

The type of welding electrode used would decide the weld properties such as strength, 

ductility and corrosion resistance. The type to be used for a particular job depends upon the 

type of metal being welded, the amount of material to be added and the position of the work. 

The two general classes of electrodes are lightly coated and heavily coated. The heavily 

coated electrodes are normally used in structural welding. The resulting welds are stronger, 

more corrosion resistant and more ductile compared to welds produced by lightly coated 

electrodes. Usually the SMAW process is either automatic or semiautomatic. 
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Submerged Arc Welding (SAW) 

 

In this arc welding process, the arc is not visible because it is covered by a blanket of fusible 

powdered flux. The bare metal electrode is deposited as a joining material. The flux, which is 

a special feature of the method, protects the weld pool against the atmosphere. The arc once 

started is at all times covered by the flux as shown in Fig. 7.4. 

 

 
Figure 7.4 Submerged arc welding (SAW) process 

 

The heat of the arc melts the electrode, the object to be welded, and part of the flux. The slag 

formed by the flux, which forms a coat over the solidified weld beam, may be removed by 

brushing. Welds made by submerged arc welding process have high quality, good ductility, 

high impact strength, high density and good corrosion - resistance. Their mechanical 

properties are as good as the base metal. Since more heat is input in this process, the 

penetration is deeper than the SMAW process. This is normally taken into account in the 

design. 

 

Manual Metal Arc (MMA) Welding 

 

This is a manually operated welding process and hence requires skill to produce good quality 

welds. The electrode is made up of a steel core wire (3.2 – 6.0 mm diameter) and the flux 

contains manganese and silicon as alloying elements. The electric arc melts the metallic 

object to be welded and the electrode. As the core wire metal melts and joins the weld pool, 

the electrode is moved to maintain the arc length. This is important as the arc length controls 

the width of the weld run. The flux also melts with steel core wire and forms the surface slag, 

which is removed after solidification. 

 

Low capital cost and freedom of movement (up to 20 m from power supply) are the main 

advantages of MMA welding. It is well suited to structural and stainless steels. Its main 

disadvantage is that only a small volume of metal is deposited per electrode. This is not a 

problem for short welds, but for long welds this becomes a serious consideration. 
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Metal – Active Gas (MAG) welding 

 

This is sometimes also referred to as Metal Inert Gas (MIG) welding. The arc and the weld 

pool are protected by an inert gas; the shielding gas often used is carbon dioxide or a mixture 

of oxygen and carbon dioxide. Flux is not necessary to shield the pool; however, occasionally 

a flux - cored electrode is used to produce slag. The arc length is maintained by the power 

supply unit. Though MAG welding is easier, more skill is required to establish the correct 

welding conditions. Using MAG welding, production is improved, as there is no need to 

deslag or change electrode. It is highly suitable for fillet - welded joints, such as beam to 

beam or stiffener to panel connections. Its disadvantage is due to restriction in movement due 

to equipment. This can be manual, semi-automatic or automatic process 

 

Electroslag Welding Process 

 

The method of Electroslag process (Fig. 7.5) used for vertical automatic welding is based on 

the heat produced by electrical current through molten slag. The electrode is immersed in the 

molten slag pool between the components to be welded and the copper moulding devices. As 

the melt is heated to a high temperature by current passing between the electrodes and the 

base metal, the electrical conductivity is increased. The slag pool temperature must exceed 

the melting points of the base and filler metals. Then the slag melts the faces of the 

connecting work and the electrode is immersed in the molten slag. The weld pool that forms 

when the molten base and filler metal collect at the bottom of the slag pool solidifies and 

forms the weld joining the faces of the members. 

 

Electroslag welding is useful for joining thick sections in a vertical position. Single – pass 

welds can be made in any reasonable thickness of steel. Welding usually starts at the bottom 

of the joint and progresses towards the top of the vertical connection. 

 

 
Figure 7.5 Electroslag welding process 
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Stud Welding 

 

 
 

 
Figure 7.6 Stud Welding (Schematic Diagram) 

 

This is an arc welding process and is extensively used for fixing stud shear connectors to 

beam in the composite construction. The equipment consists of gun hand tool (Fig. 7.6 ), 

D.C. power source, auxiliary contractor and controller. The stud is mounted into the chuck of 

the hand tool and conical tip of the stud is held in contact with the work piece by the pressure 

of a spring on the chuck. As soon as the current is switched on, the stud is moved away 

automatically to establish an arc. When a weld pool has been formed and the end of the stud 

is melted the latter is automatically forced into the steel plate and the current is switched off. 

The molten metal, which is expelled from the interface, is formed into a fillet by a ceramic 

collar or ferrule, which is placed around the stud at the beginning of the operation. The 

ferrule also provides sufficient protection against atmospheric contamination. 

 

This process offers an accurate and fast method for attaching shear connectors, etc with the 

minimum distortion. While it requires some skill to set up the weld parameters (voltage, 

current, arc time and force), the operation of equipment is relatively straight forward. 
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Choice of Process 

 

The choice of a particular process is made based on a number of parameters listed below: 

• The location of the welding operation: In a protected place like a fabrication shop, 

SAW and MAG are best suited. For field conditions MMA is easier. 

• Accuracy of setting up: SAW and MAG require good and accurate set-up. 

• Penetration of the weld. 

• Volume of weld to be deposited 

• Access to joint: The welding plant and the welding torches have to be properly 

positioned during the welding operation. In easily accessible joints SAW or MAG is 

used, whereas in cramped locations MMA is preferred. 

• Position of welding: SAW and MAG are not suitable for overhead positions. MMA is 

the best for overhead works. 

• Steel composition: SAW and MAG do not generally develop HAZ (Heat Affected 

Zone) cracking. This offsets the disadvantage of MAG for site works. 

• Comparative cost: cost of welding is calculated for unit length considering the duty 

cycles. 

 

Welding procedure 

 

The term ‘welding procedure’ encompasses the complete operation of making a weld. Thus, 

it includes choice of electrode, edge preparation, preheat, welding parameters such as voltage, 

current, welding position, number of weld run to fill the groove and post weld treatments 

(e.g. grinding, heat treatment etc.). Establishment of such procedures helps to the cost, 

achieve good impact properties, eliminates defects and controls distortion. Some of the 

important elements of weld procedure are elaborated below. 

 

Environment: Weld procedure must account for actual site conditions. In cold regions, it may 

be necessary to heat steel up to 20%. The humid weather or condensation might help 

formation of porosity. Electrodes must be kept in dry condition. In moist / humid 

environments the electrodes may be kept in a warm container to avoid moisture entrapment in 

the flux coating. 

 

Welding position: Vertical welding is slower compared to welding in the flat position. 

Overhead welding causes weld splutter and require special skills. It is better avoided. 

 

Current: The current controls the heat input. A minimum current is required for fusing the 

plate and to keep the arc stable. Generally a high current is used to obtain quicker welding so 

as to reduce cost. It may not be possible to use maximum current always, a specific example 

being welding in the overhead position. The current limit for overhead use is 160A. Usually 

high current results in low impact properties. Further very high value of current may cause 

cracks in the Heat-Affected Zone (HAZ). 
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Shrinkage: While cooling after the welding operation, the hot metal in the welded region 

contracts causing the joint to shrink. But this contraction is prevented by the adjacent colder 

metal. This causes stress, sometimes even beyond yield stress, and causes plastic 

deformation. This also might cause distortion of the member. By following proper edge 

preparation and weld procedure, this can be minimised. After the plastic deformation a 

residual stress pattern is formed in the joint. Tensile stresses are formed in the weld metal and 

HAZ zones, whereas compression in the adjacent steel. 

 

Pre heating: Hydrogen induced cracking (cold cracking, delayed cracking) is a serious 

problem affecting weldability. The degree of cracking occur due to the combined effects of 

four factors: 

1. Brittle microstructure 

2. Presence of hydrogen in weld metal 

3. Tensile stresses in the weld area 

4. Temperature range (-100o C to 200o C) 

 

Pre heating of the weld area is the most effective and widely used method to prevent 

hydrogen induced cracking. Welding involves a cycle of sudden heating and cooling. By 

preheating the parent metal, the difference in temperature between the preheated temperature 

and the final temperature is reduced. This, in the cooling cycle, also helps to obtain a lower 

thermal gradient. Sudden cooling of steel results in a hard and less ductile material called 

martensite. The main function of preheating is to reduce the weld metal cooling rate so that 

transformation to martensite is reduced below a certain critical level. The slower cooling 

gives more time for hydrogen to diffuse out of the weld area and delays the development of 

maximum residual stresses. Gas torches, heat-treating furnaces or electric-resistance heaters 

are used in preheating the weld area. 

 

Weldability of Steels 

 

The term weldability is defined as the ability to obtain economic welds, which are good, 

crack - free and would meet all the requirements. Of great importance are the chemistry and 

the structure of the base metal and the weld metal. The effects of heating and cooling 

associated with fusion welding are experienced by the weld metal and the Heat Affected 

Zone (HAZ) of the base metal. The HAZ i.e. base metal surrounding the weld metal and the 

weld itself will have unduly varying hardness distribution across a weld. The hardness in 

steel depends upon the rate at which steel is cooled near the fusion zone; the hardness is 

maximum due to the higher temperature at that location. Further, these locations also have the 

maximum rate of cooling. Higher value of hardness leads to cracks in HAZ or in the weld. 

Cracks might be formed during or after the welding process. 

 

Good design and standard welding procedure will minimise the cracking problem. 

 

Several features that affect weld cracking during the welding processes are 

• Joint restraint that builds up high stress in the weld 
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• Bead shape (convex or concave) 

• Carbon and alloy content of the base metal 

• Cooling rate 

• Hydrogen and nitrogen absorption 

 

The cracks in HAZ are mainly caused by high carbon content, hydrogen enbrittlement and 

rate of cooling. For most steels, weld cracks become a problem as the thickness of the plates 

increases. 

 

Types of joints and welds 

 

By means of welding, it is possible to make continuous, load bearing joints between the 

members of a structure. A variety of joints is used in structural steel work and they can be 

classified into four basic configurations as shown in Figure 7.7. 

They are: 

1. Lap joint 

2. Tee joint 

3. Butt joint, and 

4. Corner joint 

 

 
Figure 7.7 Types of joints 

 

For lap joints the ends of two members are overlapped, and for butt joints the two members 

are placed end to end. The T- joints form a Tee and in Corner joints, the ends are joined like 

the letter L. The common types of welds are shown in Fig.7. 8. Most common joints are made 

up of fillet weld and the groove weld. Plug and slot welds are not generally used in structural 

steel work. Fillet welds are suitable for lap joints and Tee joints and groove welds for butt 

and corner joints. Groove welds can be of complete penetration or incomplete penetration 

depending upon whether the penetration is complete through the thickness or partial. 
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Generally a description of welded joints requires an indication of the type of both the joint 

and the weld. 

 

fillet welds are weaker than groove welds, about 80% of the connections are made with fillet 

welds. The reason for the wider use of fillet welds is that in the case of fillet welds, when 

members are lapped over each other, large tolerances are allowed in erection. For groove 

welds, the members to be connected have to fit perfectly when they are lined up for welding. 

Further groove welding requires the shaping of the surfaces to be joined as shown in Fig. 7.9. 

To ensure full penetration and a sound weld, a backup plate is temporarily provided as shown 

in Fig. 7.9. 

 

Welds are also classified according to their position into flat, horizontal, vertical and 

overhead (Fig. 7.10). Flat welds are the most economical to make while overhead welds are 

the most difficult and expensive. 

 

 
Figure 7.8 Common types of welds 

 

 
Figure 7.9 Shaping of surface and backup plate 
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Figure 7.10 Classification based on position 

 

Groove welds 

 

The main use of groove welds is to connect structural members, which are in the same plane. 

A few of the many different groove welds are shown in Fig. 7.11. There are many variations 

of groove welds and each is classified according to its particular shape. Each type of groove 

weld requires a specific edge preparation and is named accordingly. The proper selection of a 

particular type depends upon 

• Size of the plate to be joined. 

• Welding is by hand or automatic. 

• Type of welding equipment. 

• Whether both sides are accessible. 

• Position of the weld. 

 

 
Figure 7.11 Typical connections with groove weld 
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The aim is to achieve the most economical weld of the requisite efficiency and strength. The 

butt weld whether of full penetration or partial penetration should attain the required strength 

of the joined parts. The size of the butt weld is defined by the thickness i.e. the thickness of 

the connected plate for complete penetration welds or the total depth of penetration for partial 

penetration welds. 

 

Groove welds have high strength, high resistance to impact and cyclic stress. They are most 

direct joints and introduce least eccentricity in the joint. But their major disadvantages are: 

high residual stresses, necessity of edge preparation and proper aligning of the members in 

the field. Therefore, field butt joints are rarely used. 

 

To minimise weld distortions and residual stresses, the heat input is minimised and hence the 

welding volume is minimised. This reduction in the volume of weld also reduces cost. Hence 

for thicker plates, double groove welds and U welds are generally used. 

 

Edge Preparation for Butt Weld 

 

Typical edge preparations are shown in Fig. 7.12 

 

 
Figure 7.12 Typical edge preparation for butt weld 

 

For a butt weld, the root opening, R, is the separation of the pieces being joined and is 

provided for the electrode to access the base of a joint. The smaller the root opening the 

greater the angle of the bevel. The depth by which the arc melts into the plate is called the 

depth of penetration [Fig. 7.13 (a)]. Roughly, the penetration is about 1 mm per 100A and in 

manual welding the current is usually 150 – 200 A.  
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Figure 7.13 Groove weld details 

Therefore, the mating edges of the plates must be cut back if through-thickness continuity is 

to be established. This groove is filled with the molten metal from the electrode. The first run 

that is deposited in the bottom of a groove is termed as the root run [Fig.13(c)]. For good 

penetration, the root faces must be melted. Simultaneously, the weld pool also must be 

controlled, preferably, by using a backing strip. 

 

The choice of edge preparation depends on 

1. Type of process 

2. Position of welding 

3. Access for arc and electrode 

4. Volume of deposited weld metal 

5. Cost of preparing edges 

6. Shrinkage and distortion. 

 

The square groove joint is used to connect thin material up to about 8 mm thick; for 

thicker material, single-vee groove and the double-vee groove welds have to be used. 

 

Fillet welds 

 

A typical fillet weld is shown in Fig. 7.14 (a). 
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Figure 7.14 Typical fillet weld 

 

Owing to their economy, ease of fabrication and adaptability, fillet welds are widely used. 

They require less precision in the fitting up because the plates being joined can be moved 

about more than the groove welds. Another advantage of fillet welds is that special 

preparation of edges, as required by groove welds, is not required. In a fillet weld the stress 

condition in the weld is quite different from that of the connected parts. 

 

 
Figure 7.15 Typical fillet weld connections 

 

The size of a fillet weld is defined by the length of the two sides of the largest right triangle, 

which can be inscribed within the weld cross section. A major share of welds of this type has 

equal legs i.e. they form right isosceles triangle shown in Fig. 7.15(c). The typical fillet weld 

connections are shown in Fig. 7.15(b). The critical dimension of a fillet weld is its throat, the 

shortest distance from the root to the hypotenuse of the defining triangle shown in Fig. 

7.15(c). Also Unequal and Equal legs fillet welds are shown in Figure 7.16. 
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Figure 7.16 Unequal and Equal legs fillet welds 

 

The root of the weld is the point where the faces of the metallic members meet. The 

theoretical throat of a weld is the shortest distance from the root to the hypotenuse of the 

triangle. The throat area equals the theoretical throat distance times the length of the weld. 

Though a fillet weld is specified by defining the two sides of the inscribed triangle, its actual 

cross section will be quite complex. A fillet weld must penetrate the base metal and the 

interface of the weld is either concave or convex [Fig .7.17(a)&(b)]. 

 

 
Figure 7.17 Cross section of fillet weld 

The concave shape of free surface provides a smoother transition between the connected parts 

and hence causes less stress concentration than a convex surface. But it is more vulnerable to 

shrinkage and cracking than the convex surface and has a much reduced throat area to 

transfer stresses. On the other hand, convex shapes provide extra weld metal or reinforcement 

for the throat. But while making a convex surface there is always the possibility of causing 

undercut at the edges, which undermines the strength of the joint [Fig. 7.17(c)]. The stress 

concentration is higher in convex welds than in concave welds. It is generally recommended 

that for statically loaded structures, a slightly convex shape is preferable, while for fatigue – 

prone structures, concave surface is desirable. Large welds are invariably made up of a 

number of layers or passes. For reasons of economy, it is desirable to choose weld sizes that 

can be made in a single pass. Large welds scan be made in a single pass by an automatic 

machine, though manually, 8 mm fillet is the largest single-pass layer. 
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Weld symbols 

 

Welding will become a powerful engineering tool when the information required for welding 

is provided by the designers to the operators. The information concerning type, size, position, 

welding process etc. of the welds in welded joints is conveyed by standard symbols in 

drawings. Usage of standard symbols by all designers and fabricators would help avoid 

confusion and misunderstanding. The symbolic representation gives clearly all necessary 

indications regarding the specific weld to be achieved. 

 

The symbolic representation includes elementary symbols along with a) supplementary 

symbol, b) a means of showing dimensions, or c) some complementary indications. IS: 813-

1986, “Scheme Of Symbols for Welding” gives all the details of weld representation in 

drawings. 

 

Elementary symbols represent the various categories of the weld and look similar to the shape 

of the weld to be made. Combination of elementary symbols may also be used, when 

required. Elementary symbols are shown in Table 7.1. 

 

Supplementary symbols characterise the external surface of the weld and they complete the 

elementary symbols. Supplementary symbols are shown in Table 7.2. Combinations of 

elementary and supplementary symbols are given in Table 7.3. The weld locations are 

defined by specifying, a) position of the arrow line, b) position of the reference line, and c) 

the position of the symbol. More details of weld representation may be obtained from IS 813-

1986. 

 

Defects in welds 

 

If good welding methods and procedures are not followed a number of defects may be 

developed causing discontinuities within the weld. Some of the important defects are 

described in the following. 

 

Incomplete fusion 

 

Complete fusion may not take place, if the mating surfaces are not properly cleaned of all 

coatings such as mill scales, slag, oxides etc. This defect may also be caused by insufficient 

current, because of which the base metal does not melt properly. Rapid rate of welding also 

leads to improper fusion. The different types of incomplete fusion are shown in Fig.7.18. 
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Figure 7.18 Lack of fusion (or) incomplete fusion 

 

Table 7.1 Elementary Symbols 
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Table 7. 2 Supplementary Symbols 

 
 

 

Table 7. 3 Combination of Elementary and Supplementary Symbols 
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Porosity 

 

Porosity is formed when a number of gas pockets or voids are trapped during the cooling 

process. Use of excessively high current and longer arc length are the reasons for this type of 

defect. Porosity may occur in two ways: Either dispersed through the weld or as a large 

pocket at the root near to the backup plate in a groove weld. Improper welding procedures 

and careless use of backup plates result in porosity in groove welds. 

 

Inadequate penetration 

 

In certain instances, partial penetration may be adequate. However when the weld penetration 

is less than that specified, it is termed as inadequate penetration. This type of defect, 

primarily occurring in groove welds, is due to insufficient groove angles, very large 

electrodes, inadequate weld current, larger welding rates, or insufficient gaps at the root of 

welds. The defect can be avoided by means of backup plates. Inadequate penetration is shown 

in Fig.7.19. 

 

 
Figure 7.19 Lack of penetration 

 

Under cutting 

 

This type of defect is formed due to the use of excessive current or an excessively long arc. A 

portion of the metal is burnt away reducing the thickness of the joint at the edge of the weld. 

The defect is detected easily by visual inspection and repaired easily by depositing additional 

weld material. Examples of under cutting are shown in Fig. 7.20. 
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Figure 7.20 Typical examples of undercut defect. (a) Wide and curved, (b) Narrow and crack 

like 

 

Slag inclusion 

 

Slag is formed in the welding process due to the chemical reaction of the melted electrode 

coating. It normally consists of metal oxides and other compounds. Since it has less density 

than the molten weld metal the slag usually floats on the surface. On cooling, this is removed 

by the welder. But, if the cooling is rapid, the slag may get trapped before it can rise to the 

surface. When several passes of weld are made to achieve the desired weld size, the slag that 

forms between each process must be removed completely.  The main reason for slag 

inclusion is due to the failure to remove the slag fully between runs. Overhead welds are also 

susceptible to slag inclusion and hence adequate care should be taken. Slag inclusion is 

shown in Fig. 7.21. 

 
Figure 7.21 Slag inclusion 

 

Cracks 

 

Cracks are by far the most severe form of weld defects. Cracks occur in the form of breaks in 

the weld metal. They are the result of internal stresses and form either longitudinally or 
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transversely to the line of weld. Cracks may extend from the welded metal into the base 

metal. They may also be completely in the base metal very near to the weld in HAZ. 

 

Cracks may occur either in the hot or cold form. Hot cracks are formed as the weld begins to 

solidify. Uniform heating and slower cooling will prevent hot cracks. Cold cracks, which 

occur at room temperature, run parallel to but under the weld in the base metal. Using certain 

special electrodes and proper preheating and post heating, cold cracking can be reduced. 

 

Lamellar Tearing 

 

Lamellar tearing is a type of cracking that occurs in the base metal beneath the weld. It is 

caused by the combined effects of high, localised stresses from weld contraction and poor 

through - thickness ductility in the steel. The tearing is started by the separation of the 

interface between inclusions and metal (also known as delamination) or by fracture of an 

inclusion itself. The cracks grown by the joining of the delamination in the same plane or by 

the shear steps, which join the cracks in different planes. This results in a characteristic step-

like appearance for lamellar tearing. Lamellar tear is shown in Fig. 7.22. 

 

 
Figure 7.22 Lamellar tear 

 

The influencing factors in lamellar tearing are: 

• Amount of Non-metallic inclusion and their orientation. 

• Magnitude of induced normal stresses normal to the plate surface. 

 

The presence of inclusions reduces the ductility of steel in the through – thickness direction 

because the bond between the inclusion and steel is much weaker than steel itself. The 

magnitude of stresses induced depends on the joint design, the imposed degree of restraint on 

the joint, plate thickness, size of the weld and orientation of the weld. Restrained corner or T-

joints are most susceptible to lamellar tearing, as the through - thickness contraction stresses 

are high. Butt welds rarely experience lamellar tear. Thick plate, high restraint (rigid 

clamping) and large weld beads all contribute to residual stresses and the chances of tearing. 

Hydrogen also increases the vulnerability to lamellar tearing. Hence preheat is beneficial to 

reduce the tendency to lamellar tearing. It is also beneficial to use low hydrogen 

consumables. 
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The following precautions may be taken to reduce lamellar tearing. 

• Using plate material with improved through – thickness properties. 

• Designing the joint with minimum through-thickness stresses. 

• Using lower strength welding consumables. 

• In special cases, the plate may be ground to a level below where lamellar tearing is 

expected. The area can be provided with weld metal and the attachment weld can be 

made. 

 

Weld defect acceptance levels 

 

Weld defects acceptance levels are closely related to the available methods of Non - 

Destructive Examination (NDE). 

 

Previously, radiography was the best technique available for inspection of welds. Then, 

acceptance conditions were in terms of maximum slag inclusion and porosity levels. Presence 

of cracks was not acceptable and repairs were absolutely essential. The use of ultrasonic 

technique has made it possible to detect smaller cracks, when compared to radiography. Thus, 

welds, which passed radiographic inspection, required extensive repair by the new method of 

inspection. The method of fracture mechanics has made it possible to assess the potential of 

cracks to cause serious damage and thus to come up with tolerable defect sizes. Slag 

inclusion and porosity may not be particularly deleterious defects unless fatigue type of 

loading is anticipated. By fracture mechanics approach, it has been established that the cracks 

detected by the ultrasonic methods are far smaller than those that affect the safety of the 

structure. Uses of fracture mechanics method has proved that tolerable defect sizes are large. 

This would result in cost saving in terms of repair and reduce the level of NDE inspection. 

 

Accepted Criteria for Welded Joints 

 

In general the following weld defects detected during inspection are acceptable for 

structures. 

• For joints welded from both the sides, incomplete penetration with thickness up to 5% 

of the parent metal thickness, but not exceeding 2 mm and the length more than 500 

mm can be accepted. The aggregate length of flaw shall not be more than 200 mm per 

meter length of the joint. Incomplete penetration and cracks are not allowed at or near 

the end or beginning of a joint. 

• For joints welded from one side without backing strip, incomplete penetration with 

thickness up to 15% of parent metal thickness but not exceeding 3 mm at the root is 

allowed. 

• Slag inclusion located along the weld as a chain or unbroken line is allowed if their 

aggregate length does not exceed 200 mm per meter of weld length. Size of the slag 

may also be considered. 

• Total of isolated gas pores and slag inclusion shall not exceed 5 in number per square 

centimetre of the weld. 

• Total of incomplete penetration, slag inclusion on pores located separately or as a 
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chain shall not exceed 10% of metal thickness but not greater than 2 mm when 

welding is done from both the sides and 15% of metal thickness, but not greater than 

3 mm when welding is done from one side. 

*.For metal thickness up to 10 mm, undercuts shall not be more than 0.5 mm. For metal 

thickness more than 10 mm, undercuts shall not be greater than 1 mm. 

 

Incomplete weld, molten metal flow, pits and cracks shall not be allowed. 

 

Welding inspection 

 

There are essentially three steps to be followed to ensure good welding; they are: 

1 Establishing good welding procedures 

2 Use of pre-qualified welders 

3 Availability of competent inspectors in shop and field 

 

It is essential that welded joints are thoroughly examined and defects are detected so that 

any possible distress could be averted. There are several non-destructive testing methods to 

check the quality of welds. They are explained in the following. 

 

Visual inspection 

 

Visual inspection by a competent person will give a good indication of the quality of welds; 

but may not be able to gauge the sub surface condition of the welds. An experienced welder, 

by visual inspection, would be able to know whether satisfactory fusion and penetration are 

obtained. He will be able to recognise good welds by their shape, size and general 

appearance. In a good weld, the metal should be nearly its original colour after it has cooled. 

In case of over heating, it will give a rusty appearance. There are several scales and gauges to 

check the size and shape of welds. Methods of determining the internal soundness of a weld 

are described in the following section. 

 

Liquid Penetrants 

 

In this method, a type of dye is spread over the weld surface. This dye penetrates into the 

surface cracks of the weld. After the penetration of the dye, any excess material is removed 

and a powdery developer is sprayed to draw the dye out of the cracks. Then, the outline of the 

cracks can be seen with naked eye. In some cases, fluorescent dyes are used for improved 

visibility of the cracks. 

 

Magnetic Particles 

 

The weld that is inspected is ‘magnetised’ electrically. Cracks, which are present at or near 

the surface, would cause North and South poles to form on each side of the cracks. Dry iron 

filings are then kept on the weld. They form patterns when they cling to cracks. From the 

patterns, the location of cracks, their size and shapes are established. 

 

Ultrasonic Testing 
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By means of the ultrasonic equipment, sound waves are sent through one side of the material 

and they are reflected from the opposite side. These reflections are indicated in a cathode ray 

tube. Any defect in the weld will alter the time of the sound transmission. By the help of the 

picture in the tube, flaws can be detected and their severity can be judged. 

 

Radiography 

 

This is an expensive method and can be used to check the welds in important structures. 

Portable X-ray machines along with radium or radioactive cobalt would give excellent 

pictures. This method is reliable for butt welds, but is not satisfactory for fillet welds due to 

difficulty in interpreting pictures. Another drawback of the method is the radioactive danger. 

Much care has to be taken while carrying out this inspection to protect the workers on the job. 

 

A properly welded connection is usually much stronger (1.5 to 2 times) than the strength of 

the members being connected. The reasons for the extra strength are: electrode wire is made 

up of premium steel, the metal is melted electrically and the cooling rate is rapid. Due to 

these factors, the weld strength is always higher than required by the design. 

 

The following figure 7.22 illustrates the identification of good and bad welds and Figure 7.23 

shows the unacceptable weld profiles. 

 

 
 

Figure 7.22 Identifying good and bad welds 
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Figure 7.23 unacceptable weld profiles 
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Lecture 8 Welded Connections 

 

 
Welded Connections 

8.1 Introduction 

 

In this Lecture, the behaviour and design of welded connections under various static loading 

conditions is considered. 

 

It is well known that welded connections are continuous and more rigid when compared to 

bolted connections. It is also seen that fillet welds and butt welds constitute respectively 80% 

and 15% of all welds in the construction industry; the balance 5% is made up by plug, slot 

and spot resistance welds. 
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8.2 Connection design 

 

In the design of connections, due attention must be paid to the flow of the force through the 

connection. The transfer of forces should occur smoothly, without causing any stress 

concentration or cracks. The connections can be either concentric or eccentric. In concentric 

connections, the forces acting on the connections will essentially be axial in nature, whereas 

in eccentric connections, the axial forces will be coupled with bending or torsion. These types 

of connections are described in the following. 

 

Concentric connections 

 

Static strength of a welded joint depends upon the following factors 

• Type and size of the weld 

• Manner of welding, and 

• Type of electrode used. 

 

A primary responsibility of a designer is to select the type and size of the weld. A number of 

varieties of welds are available. When it is properly chosen with the correct electrode, it 

develops full strength of the parent material. The chosen type of weld should develop 

minimal residual stresses and distortions. 

 

Generally, butt and fillet welds are the usual forms of welds in practical building 

construction. Butt welds are used at an edge-to-edge junction or a tee junction. A butt weld 

connection is made by bringing the plates to be joined face to face edgewise and then filling 

the cavity formed by edge preparation or by just penetrating the unprepared junction. Butt 

welds can be either full penetration or partial penetration. 

 

Partial penetration butt welds may be used for static loading, if reduced strength is 

acceptable. On the other hand, a fillet weld is made away from the edges of the abutting 

plates. The joint is formed by welding the members in an overlapped position or by using a 

secondary joining material. The main advantage of a fillet weld is that the requirements of 

alignment and tolerance are less rigorous when compared to butt welds. Fillet welding could 

be applied for lap joints, tee joints and corner joints. A detailed description of these two types 

of welds and their design requirements are presented in the following. 

 

Butt welds 

 

Full penetration butt welds are formed when the parts are connected together within the 

thickness of the parent metal. For thin parts, it is possible to achieve full penetration of the 

weld. For thicker parts, edge preparation may have to be done to achieve the welding, which 

has been discussed in the previous lecture. 

 

There are nine different types of butt joints: square, single V, double V, single U, double U, 

single J, double J, single bevel and double bevel. They are shown in Fig. 8.1. In order to 
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qualify for a full penetration weld, there are certain conditions to be satisfied while making 

the welds. The more important ones are given below: 

 

 
Figure 8.1 Different types of butt joints 

 

Static behaviour of butt welds 

 

For butt welds the most critical form of loading is tension applied in the transverse direction 

(Fig. 8.2). It has been observed from tests conducted on tensile coupons containing a full 

penetration butt weld normal to the applied load that the welded joint had higher strength 

than the parent metal itself. During the application of the load, the welded portion and the 

HAZ (Heat Affected Zone of the parent metal) have less transverse contraction compared to 

the parent metal. The yield stress of the weld metal and the parent metal in the HAZ region 

was found to be much higher than the parent metal. The increase in yield stress in the HAZ is 

due to the quenching effect associated with rapid cooling after deposition of the weld. 

 

The yield stress of the weld metal is also raised due to the quenching effect. The metal alloys 

constituting the electrode contribute to the increase in yield stress. These alloys penetrate the 

parent metal influencing its mechanical properties. 

 

Due to the lower yield stress and higher transverse contraction in the parent metal, it 

experiences a higher true stress. As a consequence, the failure of the coupon always occurs 

away from the weld. The higher strength achieved by the welded joint adversely affects its 

toughness and ductility properties. These negative effects can be minimised by choosing 

proper electrodes. 

 
Figure 8.2 (a) Load applied in transverse direction (b) longitudinal shrinkage restraint 
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Partial penetration welds, shown in Fig. 8. 3, differ in two ways from the full penetration 

welds: the reduction in cross section and the uncertainty of the weld root quality. Firstly, 

there is a reduction in the cross section at the joint resulting in overloading and severe plastic 

straining. Further, the weld root quality cannot be inspected and they cannot be repaired as 

may be done for full penetration welds. 

 

 
Figure 8.3 Partial penetration weld 

 

Design 

 

The butt weld is normally designed for direct tension or compression. However, a provision 

is made to protect it from shear. Design strength value is often taken the same as the parent 

metal strength. For design purposes, the effective area of the butt-welded connection is taken 

as the effective length of the weld times the throat size. Effective length of the butt weld is 

taken as the length of the continuous full size weld. The throat size is specified by the 

effective throat thickness. For a full penetration butt weld, the throat dimension is usually 

assumed as the thickness of the thinner part of the connection. Even though a butt weld may 

be reinforced on both sides to ensure full cross-sectional areas, its effect is neglected while 

estimating the throat dimensions. Such reinforcements often have a negative effect, 

producing stress concentration, especially under cyclic loads. 

 

Generally speaking, partial penetration welds must be avoided. Partial penetration groove 

welds are used in non-critical details, so as to avoid back-gouging. If they are considered 

essential, they should be designed with care. Some codes of practice do not recommend their 

use in tension. Others specify that they be designed in the same way as fillet welds. This is 

because the load transfer is not smooth and efficient with partial penetration welds. The 

effective throat thickness of a partial penetration weld is taken as the minimum thickness of 

the weld metal common to the parts joined, excluding reinforcement. For stress calculation, a 

maximum value of reduced effective throat thickness equal to 5/8 of the thickness of the 

thinner part joined must be used. The unwelded portion in partial penetration butt welds, 

welded from both sides, shall not be greater than ¼ thickness of the thinner part joined, and 

should be in the central portion. 

 

 If the stresses are uniform across the throat thickness, the average stress concept may be 

applied to determine its strength. Connections with partial penetration welds with welding on 
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only one side is generally avoided under tensile load due to the eccentric loading involved. 

Otherwise, the eccentricity effects should be considered in the design. 

 

Unsealed butt welds of V, U, J and bevel types and incomplete penetration butt welds should 

not be used for highly stressed joints and joints subjected to dynamic and alternating loads. 

Intermittent butt welds are used to resist shear only and the effective length should not be less 

than four times the longitudinal space between the effective length of welds nor more than 16 

times the thinner part. They are not to be used in locations subjected to dynamic or 

alternating stresses. Some modern codes do not allow intermittent welds in bridge structures. 

 

For butt welding parts with unequal cross sections, say unequal width, or thickness, the 

dimensions of the wider or thicker part should be reduced at the butt joint to those of the 

smaller part. This is applicable in cases where the difference in thickness exceeds 25 % of the 

thickness of the thinner part or 3.0 mm, whichever is greater. The slope provided at the joint 

for the thicker part should not be steeper than one in five [Figs. 8.4 (a) &(b)]. In instances, 

where this is not practicable, the weld metal is built up at the junction equal to a thickness 

which is at least 25 % greater than the thinner part or equal to the dimension of the thicker 

part [Fig.8. 4(c)]. Where reduction of the wider part is not possible, the ends of the weld shall 

be returned to ensure full throat thickness. 

 

 
Figure 8.4 Butt welding of members with (a)&(b) unequal thickness (c) unequal width 

 

Permissible stresses for butt welds are assumed same as for the parent metal with a thickness 

equal to the throat thickness. For field welds, the permissible stresses in shear and tension 

may be reduced to 80% of the above value. 

 

Effective length of Groove welds 

 

The effective length of groove welds in butt joints is taken as the length of continuous full 

size weld, but it should not be less than four times the size of the weld. 
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Effective area of groove weld (Figure 8.5) 

 

The effective area of groove weld is the product of the effective throat dimension  et  

multiplied by the effective length of the weld. The effective throat dimension of a groove 

weld depends on the minimum width of expected failure plane 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8.5 Effective throat dimensions for groove welds 

 

The effective throat thickness of a complete penetration groove weld is taken as the thickness 

of the thinner part joined. The effective throat thickness of  T or L joints are taken as the 

thickness of the abutting part. Reinforcement which is provided to ensure full cross-sectional 

area is not considered as part of the effective throat thickness. 

 The effective throat thickness of partial penetration joint weld is taken as the minimum 

thickness of the weld metal common to the parts joined, excluding reinforcement. In unsealed 

single groove welds of V, U, J and bevel types and groove welds welded from one side only, 

the throat thickness should be at least 7/8
th

 of the thickness of the thinner part joined. 

However, for the purpose of stress calculation, the effective throat thickness of 5/8
th

 thickness 

of the thinner member only should be used (IS816:1969). The unwelded portion in 
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incomplete penetration welds welded from both sides should not be greater than 0.25 times 

the thickness of the thinner part joined and should be central in the depth of the weld. In this 

case also, a reduced effective throat thickness of 5/8
th

 of the thickness of the thinner part 

should only be used in the calculations. Groove welds used in butt joints, where the 

penetration is less than those specified above, due to non-accessibility, should be considered 

as non-load carrying for the purposes of design calculations.  

 

Design of Butt Welds as per IS 800: 2007 

 

The following assumptions are usually made in the analysis of welded joints 

 

a) The welds connecting the various parts are homogeneous, isotropic and elastic 

b) The parts connected by the welds are rigid and their deformation is therefore 

neglected 

c) Only stresses due to external forces are considered. The effects of residual stresses, 

stress concentrations and shape of the weld are neglected. 

 

As per IS 800: 2007 the grooved welds in butt joints will be treated as parent metal with a 

thickness equal to the throat thickness and the stresses shall not exceed those permitted in the 

parent metal. 

 

a) For tension or compression normal to effective area and tension and compression 

parallel to the axis of the weld, 

mw

ewy

dw

tLf
T

γ
=    

Where dwT  is the design strength of the weld in tension, yf  is the smaller of yield 

stress of the weld and the parent metal in MPa, wt  is the effective throat thickness of 

the weld in mm, wL  is the effective length of the weld in mm, and mwγ  is the partial 

safety factor taken as 1.25 for shop welding and as 1.5 for site welding. 

b) For shear on effective area 

mw

ywew

dw

ftL
V

γ3
=  

Where dwV  is the design strength of the weld in shear.  

 

As discussed previously, in the case of complete penetration groove weld in butt joints, 

design calculations are not required as the weld strength of the joint is equal to or even 

greater than the strength of the member connected. In the case of incomplete penetration 

groove weld in butt joints, the effective throat thickness is computed and the required 

effective length is determined and checked whether the strength of the weld is equal to or 

greater than the strength of the member connected to the applied external force. 
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Problem 1: Two plates of thickness 14 mm and 12 mm are to be jointed by a groove weld as 

shown in Figure 8.6 below. 

 

 
Figure 8.6 

 

The joints are subjected to a factored tensile force of 350 KN. Assuming an effective length 

of 150 mm, check the safety of the joint for i) single V-groove weld joint ii) double V-groove 

weld joint 

Assume that Fe410 grade steel plates are used and that the welds are shop welded. 

Solution 

Case (i) 

Single V-groove weld: In this case, incomplete penetration results due to single-V groove 

weld 

Hence throat thickness, 

mmtte 5.78/1258/5 =×==  

Effective length of weld mmLe 150=  

Strength of weld = ( ) KNKNftL mwyee 350225100025.1/2501505.7/ p=×××=γ  

Hence the joint is not safe 

 

Case (ii) 

In the case of double-V groove weld, complete penetration takes place 

Throat thickness = thickness of thinner plate = 12 mm 

Strength of weld = ( ) KNKN 350360100025.1/25015012 f=×××  hence the joint is safe. 

 

Case (i) 

Sample Matlab Program is provided for calculating strength of butt weld (incomplete 

penetration) 

 
% Calculation of the strength of the weld 
% t = thickness of the plate 
% te=5/8t (for incomplete penetration) 
%te=t (for complete penetration) 
% Le= effective length of the weld 
% fy=yield strength of the plate 
% vmw= partial safety factor for weld material 
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t=12; 
te=5*t/8; 
Le=150; 
fy=250; 
vmw=1.25; 
P=Le*te*fy/vmw 
% P in KN 
P=P/1000 

 

 

Case (ii) 

Sample Matlab Program is provided for calculating strength of butt weld (complete 

penetration) 
 

% Calculation of the strength of the weld 
% t = thickness of the plate 
% te=5/8t (for incomplete penetration) 
%te=t (for complete penetration) 
% Le= effective length of the weld 
% fy=yield strength of the plate 
% vmw= partial safety factor for weld material 

  
t=12; 
te=1*t/1; 
Le=150; 
fy=250; 
vmw=1.25; 
P=Le*te*fy/vmw 
% P in KN 
P=P/1000 

 

Problem 2 : The tie member of a truss is made of ISA 65 x 65 x 6 mm is subjected to a 

factored tension load of 90 KN. The length of the angle is not enough to go from end to end 

and hence a splice has to be provided. Design a groove welded joint. 

Solution: 

Provide a single V groove weld 

The effective throat thickness = mmtte 75.38/658/5 =×==  

Perimeter length of angle available for welding = 65 + 65 = 130 mm 

Strength of weld = ( ) KNKNftL mwyee 905.97100025.1/25013075.3/ f=×××=γ  

Area of angle = 744 mm
2
 

Design strength of the member =  ( ) KNKNAf moy 9016910001.1/250744/ f=××=γ  

 

Fillet welds 

 

These are generally used for making lap joint splices and other connections where the 

connecting parts lap over each other. Though a fillet weld may be subjected to direct stresses, 

it is weaker in shear and therefore the latter is the main design consideration. 

 

Fillet welds are broadly classified into side fillets and end fillets (Fig. 8.7). When a 

connection with end fillet is loaded in tension, the weld develops high strength and the stress 
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developed in the weld is equal to the value of the weld metal. But the ductility is minimal. On 

the other hand, when a specimen with side weld is loaded, the load axis is parallel to the weld 

axis. The weld is subjected to shear and the weld shear strength is limited to just about half 

the weld metal tensile strength. But ductility is considerably improved. For intermediate weld 

positions, the value of strength and ductility show intermediate values. 

 

 
Figure 8.7 Fillet (a) side welds and (b) end welds 

Actual distribution of stresses in a fillet weld is very complex. A rigorous analysis of weld 

behaviour has not been possible so far. Multiaxial stress state, variation in yield stress, 

residual stresses and strain hardening effects are some of the factors, which complicate the 

analysis. 

 

 
Figure 8.8 Average stress in the weld throat 

 

In many cases, it is possible to use the simplified approach of average stresses in the weld 

throat (Fig. 8.8). In order to apply this method, it is important to establish equilibrium with 

the applied load. Studies conducted on fillet welds have shown that the fillet weld shape is 

very important for end fillet welds. For equal leg lengths, making the direction of applied 

tension nearly parallel to the throat leads to a large reduction in strength. The optimum weld 

shape recommended is to provide shear leg equal to 3 times the tension leg. A small variation 

in the side fillet connections has negligible effect on strength. In general, fillet welds are 

stronger in compression than in tension. 

 

Design 

A simple approach to design is to assume uniform fillet weld strength in all directions and to 

specify a certain throat stress value. The average throat thickness is obtained by dividing the 

applied loads summed up in vectorial form per unit length by the throat size. Alternatively, 
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design strength can be different with direction of the load vector. This method is limited in 

usage to cases of pure shear, tension or compression (Fig.8.9). It cannot be used in cases 

where the load vector direction varies around weld group. For the simple method, the stress is 

taken as the vector sum of the force components acting in the weld divided by the throat area. 

 

 
Figure 8.9 (a) connections with simple weld design,(b) connections with direction- dependent 

weld design 

 

The size of a normal fillet should be taken as the minimum leg size (Fig. 8.10). 

 

 
Figure 8.10 Sizes of fillet welds 
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For a deep penetration weld, the depth of penetration should be a minimum of 2.4 mm. Then 

the size of the weld is minimum leg length plus 2.4 mm. The size of a fillet weld should not 

be less than 3 mm or more than the thickness of the thinner part joined. Minimum size 

requirement of fillet welds is given below in Table 8.1. Effective throat thickness should not 

be less than 3 mm and should not exceed 0.7 t and 1.0 t under special circumstances, where 't' 

is the thickness of thinner part. 

 

Table 8.1 Minimum size of first run or of a single run fillet weld 

 

 
 

 

For stress calculations, the effective throat thickness should be taken as K times fillet size, 

where K is a constant. Values of K for different angles between tension fusion faces are given 

in Table 8.2. Fillet welds are normally used for connecting parts whose fusion faces form 

angles between 60° and 120°. The actual length is taken as the length having the effective 

length plus twice the weld size. Minimum effective length should not be less than four times 

the weld size. When a fillet weld is provided to square edge of a part, the weld size should be 

at least 1.5 mm less than the edge thickness [Fig. 8.11(a)]. For the rounded toe of a rolled 

section, the weld size should not exceed 3/4 thickness of the section at the toe [Fig. 8.11(b)]. 
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Figure 8.11 (a) fillet welds on square edge of plate, (b) fillet welds on round toe of rolled 

section 

 

Table 8.2 Value of K for different angles between fusion faces 

 

 
 

Intermittent fillet welds may be provided where the strength required is less than that can be 

developed by a continuous fillet weld of the smallest allowable size for the parts joined. The 

length of intermediate welds should not be less than 4 times the weld size with a minimum of 

40 mm. The clear spacing between the effective lengths of the intermittent welds should be 

less than or equal to 12 times the thickness of the thinner member in compression and 16 

times in tension; in no case the length should exceed 20 cm. Chain intermittent welding is 

better than staggered intermittent welding. Intermittent fillet welds are not used in main 

members exposed to weather. For lap joints, the overlap should not be less than five times the 

thickness of the thinner part. For fillet welds to be used in slots and holes, the dimension of 

the slot or hole should comply with the following limits: 

 

a) The width or diameter should not be less than three times the thickness or 25 mm 

whichever is greater 

b) Corners at the enclosed ends or slots should be rounded with a radius not less than 1.5 

times the thickness or 12 mm whichever is greater, and 

c) The distance between the edge of the part and the edge of the slot or hole, or between 

adjacent slots or holes, should be not less than twice the thickness and not less than 25 mm 

for the holes. 

 

 
 

Figure 8.12 End returns 
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The effective area of a plug weld is assumed as the nominal area of the whole in the plane of 

the faying surface. Plug welds are not designed to carry stresses. If two or more of the general 

types of weld (butt, fillet, plug or slots) are combined in a single joint, the effective capacity 

of each has to be calculated separately with reference to the axis of the group to determine the 

capacity of the welds. 

 

The high stress concentration at ends of welds is minimised by providing welds around the 

ends as shown in Fig. 8.12. These are called end returns. Most designers neglect end returns 

in the effective length calculation of the weld. End returns are invariably provided for welded 

joints that are subject to eccentricity, impact or stress reversals. The end returns are provided 

for a distance not less than twice the size of the weld. 

 

Slot Welds 

 

In certain instances, the lengths available for the normal longitudinal fillet welds may not be 

sufficient to resist the loads. In such a situation, the required strength may be built up by 

welding along the back of the channel at the edge of the plate if sufficient space is available. 

This is shown in Fig. 8.13(a). Another way of developing the required strength is by 

providing slot or plug welds. Slot and plug welds [Fig. 8.13(b)] are generally used along with 

fillet welds in lap joints. On certain occasions, plug welds are used to fill the holes that are 

temporarily made for erection bolts for beam and column connections. However, their 

strength may not be considered in the overall strength of the joint. 

 

 
Figure 8.13 Slot and Plug welds 

 

The limitations given in specifications for the maximum sizes of plug and slot welds are 

necessary to avoid large shrinkage, which might be caused around these welds when they 

exceed the specified sizes. The strength of a plug or slot weld is calculated by considering the 

allowable stress and its nominal area in the shearing plane. This area is usually referred to as 

the faying surface and is equal to the area of contact at the base of the slot or plug. The length 

of the slot weld can be obtained from the following relationship:  
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L = Load/ (width) allowable stress 

 

Eccentric joints 

 

In some cases, eccentric loads may be applied to fillet welds causing either shear and torsion 

or shear and bending in the welds. Examples of such loading are shown in Fig. 8.14. These 

two common cases are treated in this section. 

  

 

 
Figure 8.14 (a) Welds subjected to shear and torsion, (b) Welds subjected to shear and 

bending 

 

Shear and torsion 

 

Considering the welded bracket shown in Fig. 8.14(a), an assumption is made to the effect 

that the parts being joined are completely rigid and hence all the deformations occur in the 

weld. As seen from the figure, the weld is subjected to a combination of shear and torsion. 

The force caused by torsion is determined using the formula 

 

F = T.s/J = (Moment / Polar moment of inertia) 
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where, T is the tension, s is the distance from the centre of gravity of the weld to the point 

under consideration, and J is the polar moment of inertia of the weld. For convenience, the 

force can be decomposed into its vertical and horizontal components: 

 

Fh = Tv/J and fv = Th/J 

 

where, v and h denote the vertical and horizontal components of the distance s. The 

stress due to shear force is calculated by the following expression 

 

τ =R/L 

where, τ is the shearing stress and R is the reaction and L is the total length of the weld. 

While designing a weld subjected to combined shear and torsion, it is a usual practice to 

assume a unit size weld and compute the stresses on a weld of unit length. From the 

maximum weld force per unit length the required size of the fillet weld can be calculated. 

 

Shear and bending 

 

Welds, which are subjected to combined shear and bending are shown in Fig. 8.14(b). It is a 

common practice to treat the variation of shear stress as uniform if the welds are short. But, if 

the bending stress is calculated by the flexure formula, the shear stress variation for vertical 

welds will be parabolic with a maximum value equal to 1.5 times the average value. These 

bending and shear stress variations are shown in Fig. 8.15. 

 
Figure 8.15 Variation of bending and shear stress 

 

It may be observed here that the locations of maximum bending and shearing stresses are not 

the same. Hence, for design purposes the stresses need not be combined at a point. It is 

generally satisfactory if the weld is designed to withstand the maximum bending stress and 

the maximum shear stress separately. If the welds used are as shown in Fig. 8.16, it can be 

safely assumed that the web welds would carry all the of the shear and the flange welds all of 

the moment. 
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Figure 8.16 Weld provision for carrying shear and moment 

 

Truss connections 

 

Connections are very important in structural steelwork design. Therefore, the type of 

connections has to be finalized at the conceptual stage of the design to achieve maximum 

economy. This is especially true in the case of trusses. Efficient sections for the members 

alone do not result in economy unless suitable and economic connections are also designed. 

 

Fabrication cost of connections would depend on the following factors. 

• Precise cutting to length of sections(minimization of wasted length) 

• Requirement of weld preparation 

• Requirement of close control on weld root gaps 

• Need for stiffening of the connection 

• Chosen weld type 

 

If some of the rigours in connections can be avoided, their cost can be reduced contributing to 

overall economy. Thus, for the economy of the entire truss, close attention has to be paid to 

connections. 

 

Planar trusses 

 

In a conventional riveted or bolted truss work, gusset plates are generally provided at the 

connections. In a welded truss, it may be possible to omit the gusset plates. Tees or angles 

with unequal legs are normally used for the top and bottom chord members. The web member 

angles may be welded directly to the vertical sides of the chord members (Fig. 8.17). 

 

 
Figure 8.17 Direct connection of web members 

 

When the trusses are very long, they may have to be fabricated in parts in fabrication shops. 

Such parts are assembled at site by bolting. Welded connection at the apex of a roof truss is 

shown in Fig. 8.18. 
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Figure 8.18 connection at the apex of a roof truss 

 

The two rafters may either be butt welded together or a small plate is introduced at the 

connection facilitating fillet welding. If Tees are used for the rafters, the web members can be 

welded directly to the stalk of the Tees. Splices are sometimes provided in welded trusses for 

the purpose of transportation. 

 

 
Figure 8.19 typical welded truss connection 

 

It is often possible to forego the use of gusset plates by joining the members eccentrically. 

This provision makes the trusses economical by making the connection simple; the resulting 

penalty on the member size is marginal. Alternative method to avoid eccentricity is to join the 

web members on opposite sides of the truss [Fig. 8.19]. A typical eaves level connection is 

shown in Fig. 8.20. For low-pitch roofs, this would produce a long connection. To avoid such 

a connection, often the connection is truncated and the resulting eccentricity is accounted for 

in the design. 

 

 
Figure 8.20 Eaves connection 
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Eccentricities in truss connections 

 

Eccentricity in truss connections can occur due to two reasons: 1) element centroidal axes not 

intersecting at a point, and 2) connection centroid not coinciding with the element centroid. 

 

Figure 8.21 shows the two cases of eccentricity. All the members joining the connection 

resist the moment caused by the eccentricity, Pe. It is distributed between them in proportion 

to their bending stiffness per unit length (I/l). Each member connecting to the joint should be 

designed to withstand the axial forces and its share of bending moment. If the connection 

centroids do not coincide with the member axes, they will be subjected to additional 

moments. 

 

A simple way to consider both moments due to eccentricity is to design for axial load and 

then use interaction diagrams for weld groups subject to combined loading to determine the 

increase in weld size required to include the moments. It is often observed that there is 

minimal reduction in axial capacity. This could be comfortably absorbed in the factor of 

safety usually assumed for connection design. 

 

 
Figure 8.21 Eccentricities in truss connections (a) Pratt truss, (b) cross bracing between plate 

girders 

 

Design of Fillet welds for truss members 

 

In the design of welds connecting tension or compression members, the welds should be at 

least as strong as the members they connect and the connection should not result in 

significant eccentricity of loading. Truss members often consist of single or double angles 

and occasionally T-shapes and channels. Consider the angle tension member as shown in the 

Figure 8.22 below. With two longitudinal welds (on the two sides parallel to the axis of the 

load) and a transverse weld (perpendicular to the axis of the weld). The axial force T in the 

member will act along the centroid of the member. The force T has to be resisted by the 

forces P1, P2  and P3  developed by the weld lines. The forces P1 and P2  are assumed to act at 

edges of the angle and the force P3 at the centroid of the weld length, located at d/2. Taking 

moments about point A located at the bottom edge of the member and considering clockwise 

moments as possible, we get  
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Figure 8.22 Balancing the welds on a tension member connection 

 

 

02/21 =+−−=∑ TydPdPM A  

Hence 

2// 21 PdTyP −=  

The force P2 is equal to the resistance Rw of the weld per mm multiplied by the length Lw of 

the weld. 

P2 = Rw Lw2  

Considering the horizontal equilibrium, we get 

0321 =−−−=∑ PPPTFH  

Solving the above equations simultaneously, we get 

( ) 2//1 23 PdyTP −−=  

Designing the connection shown in the above Figure 8.22, to eliminate the eccentricity 

caused by the unsymmetrical welds is called balancing the weld. The procedure adopted for 

balancing the weld is as follows: 

1. After selecting the proper weld size and electrode, compute the force resisted by the 

end weld P2 if any  

2. Compute P1 

3. Compute P3 

4. Compute the lengths Lw1 and Lw3 on the basis of 

Lw1 = P1 /Rw and Lw3 = P3 / Rw  

Alternatively the total length required to resist the load Lw  may be calculated. The length of 

end weld may then be subtracted from the total and the remaining length is allocated to P1 

and P2 in inverse proportion to the distances from the centre of gravity. 

 

Problem 3: A tie member of a truss consisting of an angle section ISA 65 x 65 x 6 of Fe 410 

grade is welded to an 8 mm gusset plate. Design a weld to transmit a load equal to the full 

strength of the member. Assume shop welding. 
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Solution: 

 

From IS Handbook no.1 or IS 808, the properties of ISA 65 x 65 x 6 are 

 

A=744 mm
2
 

Cz= 18.1 mm 

 

Tensile capacity of the member = 744 x 250/1.1 = 169.1 KN 

 

The force resisted by the weld at the lower side of the angle 

 

P1= 169.1 x (65-18.1)/65= 122.01 KN 

 

Force to be resisted by the upper side of the angle 

 

P2 = 169.1 x 18.1/65 = 47.09 KN 

 

Assuming a weld size of 4 mm (> 3 mm) 

 

Effective throat thickness of the weld = 0.7 x 4 = 2.8 mm 

 

Strength of the weld =2.8 x 410 / (sqrt (3) x 12.5 ) = 530 N/mm 

 

Lw1 = 122.01 x 10
3
/530 = 230.1 mm 

 

Hence provide 230.1 + ( 2 x 4) 2 = 246.1 mm, say 247 mm length at the bottom  

 

Lw2 = 47.09 x 10
3
 / 530 = 88.8 mm 
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Provide 88.8 + (2x4)x 2 = 104.8 mm, say 105 mm length at top. 

 

Example 4: Design a joint according to the instructions given in Example 3. If the welding is 

done on three sides of the angle as  shown below. 

 
 

Solution: 

 

Strength of 4 mm weld = 2.8 x 410 / (sqrt(3) x 1.25 ) = 530 N/mm 

 

P2 =530 x 65/1000 = 34.45 KN 

 

P1 = Ty/d – P2/2 = 169.1 x 18.1 / 65 – 34.45 /2 

                         = 29.86 KN 

P3 = T-P1  - P2 = 169.1 -34.45 – 29.86 = 104.79 KN 

 

Lw1 = 29.86 x 1000/ 530 = 56.3 mm say 56.5 mm 

 

Lw3 = 104.79 x 1000/530 = 197.7 mm, say 198 mm 

 

Total length of weld = 65 + 56.5 + 198 = 319.5 mm 

 

Check for block shear failure 

 

Since the member is welded to the gusset plate, no net areas are involved and hence Avn  and 

Atn in the equation for Tdb  should be taken to be the corresponding gross areas. Using the 

weldment with L1  = 198 mm L2 = 56.5 mm and 65 mm at the end of the angle yields 

 

Tdb1 = [ 8 x (198 x 2) x 250 /(sqrt(3)x1.1)+0.9 x 410 x 8x 65/1.25]/1000 = 569.2 KN 

 

Tdb2 = [0.9 x 410 x (198 x 2/(sqrt(3) x 1.25) + 250 x 8x 65/1.1)/ 1000 = 658.1 KN 
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Hence 

 

Tdb = 569.2 KN > 169.1 KN 

 

Hence, the thickness of gusset plate is adequate. 

 

Note: L2 does not enter into this calculation because a shear rupture of the gusset plate along 

the toe of the angle runs for the full length of the contact with the toe, 198 mm in stead of 

only the length L2.  
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Lecture 9 Design of Tension Members 

 
Tie Rods in Structures 

 

9.1 Introduction 

 

     Tension members are linear members in which axial forces act so as to elongate (stretch) 

the member. A rope, for example, is a tension member. Tension members carry loads most 

efficiently, since the entire cross section is subjected to uniform stress. Unlike compression 

members, they do not fail by buckling (see chapter on compression members). Ties of trusses 

[Fig 9.1(a)], suspenders of cable stayed and suspension bridges [Fig. 9.1 (b)], suspenders of 

buildings systems hung from a central core [Fig. 9.1(c)] (such buildings are used in 

earthquake prone zones as a way of minimising inertia forces on the structure), and sag rods 

of roof purlins [Fig 9.1(d)] are other examples of tension members. 

 

 
Figure 9.1 Tension Members in Structures 
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Tension members are also encountered as bracings used for the lateral load resistance. In X 

type bracings [Fig.1 (e)] the member which is under tension, due to lateral load acting in one 

direction, undergoes compressive force, when the direction of the lateral load is changed and 

vice versa. Hence, such members may have to be designed to resist tensile and compressive 

forces. 

 

The tension members can have a variety of cross sections. The single angle and double angle 

sections [Fig 9.2(a)] are used in light roof trusses as in industrial buildings. The tension 

members in bridge trusses are made of channels or I sections, acting individually or built-up 

[Figs. 9.2(c) and 9.2(d)]. The circular rods [Fig. 9.2 (d)] are used in bracings designed to 

resist loads in tension only. They buckle at very low compression and are not considered 

effective. Steel wire ropes [Fig. 9.2 (e)] are used as suspenders in the cable suspended bridges 

and as main stays in the cable-stayed bridges. 

 

 
Figure 9.2 Cross section of tension members 

Slenderness Ratio (Table 9.1) 

Although stiffness is not required for the strength of a tension member, a minimum stiffness 

is stipulated by limiting the maximum slenderness ratio of the tension member.  

Table 9.1 Slenderness ratio for tension members 
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Behaviour of tension members 

 

Since axially loaded tension members are subjected to uniform tensile stress, their load 

deformation behaviour (Fig. 9.3) is similar to the corresponding basic material stress strain 

behaviour. Mild steel members (IS: 2062) exhibit an elastic range (a-b) ending at yielding (b). 

This is followed by yield plateau (b-c). In the Yield Plateau the load remains constant as the 

elongation increases to nearly ten times the yield strain. Under further stretching the material 

shows a smaller increase in tension with elongation (c-d), compared to the elastic range. This 

range is referred to as the strain hardening range. After reaching the ultimate load (d), the 

loading decreases as the elongation increases (de) until rupture (e). High strength steel 

tension members do not exhibit a well-defined yield point and a yield plateau (Fig.9.3). The 

0.2% offset load, T, as shown in Fig. 9.3 is usually taken as the yield point in such cases. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 9.3 Load – Elongation of Tension Members 
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9.2  Design Of Tension Members 

 

    Tension members are linear members in which axial forces act to cause elongation 

(stretch). Such members can sustain loads up to the ultimate load, at which stage they may 

fail by rupture at a critical section. However, if the gross area of the member yields over a 

major portion of its length before the rupture load is reached, the member may become non-

functional due to excessive elongation. Plates and other rolled sections in tension may also 

fail by block shear of end bolted regions 

 

The factored design tension T, in the members shall satisfy the following requirement. 

 

dTT p                                                                                                                                    (9.1) 

 

Where Td = design strength of the member under axial tension,  Td  is the lowest of the design 

strength due to the yielding of cross-section, Tdg, rupture of critical section Tdn and block 

shear failure, Tdb. 

 

9.3 Design Strength Due To Yielding Of Gross-Section 

 

Tension yielding of the members at the gross cross-section is given by  

 

mogydg AfT γ/=                                                                                                                   (9.2a) 

 

Where f y  is the yield stress of material in MPa, and Ag is the gross area of cross-section 

moγ  is the partial safety factor for failure in tension by yielding 

 

9.4 Design Strength Due To Rupture Of Critical Section  

 

9.4.1 Plates 
 

Tension rupture of the plate at the net cross-section is given by 

 

1/9.0 mnudn AfT γ=                                                                                                               (9.2b) 

 

Where uf  is the ultimate stress of the material in MPa and nA  is the net effective area of the 

member given (as shown in the Figure 9.4 for the definition of variables). 1mγ  is the partial 

safety factor for failure at ultimate stress 

 

t
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Where 

 

b,t= width and thickness of the plate, respectively. 

dh = diameter of the bolt hole (2 mm in addition to the diameter of the hole, in case the 

       directly punched holes), 

g=. gauge length between the bolt holes, as shown in Fig. 9.4, 
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ps=. staggered-pitch length between line of bolt holes, as shown in Fig. 9.4, 

n=. number of bolt holes in the critical section, and 

i=  subscript for summation of all the inclined legs 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9.4 plate with the staggered holes in tension 

 

9.4.2  The design strength of threaded rods in tension, dnT , as governed by rupture is given by 

1/9.0 mundn fAT γ=  

Where 

nA  is the net root area at the threaded section 

 

9.4.3 Single Angles  

 

For angle members connected through one leg, the design rupture strength dnT , is calculated 

as: 

moygomuncdn fAfAT γβγ //9.0 1 +=  

Where 

( )( )( ) ( ) 7.0////076.04.1 1 ≥≤−= mymoucsuy ffLbfftw γγβ  

 

w=outstand leg width 

bs = shear lag width, as shown in Fig. 9.5, and 

Lc = length of the end connection, that is the distance between the outermost bolts in the end  

         joint measured along the load direction or length of the weld along the load direction. 

 

For preliminary sizing, the rupture strength of net section may be approximately taken as: 

 

1/ mundn fAT γα=  
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Where 

α = 0.6 for one or two bolts, 0.7 for three bolts and 0.8 for four or more bolts along the  

       length in the end connection or equivalent weld length; 

=nA  net area of the total cross-section; 

=ncA net area of the connected leg; 

=goA gross area of the outstanding leg; and 

t= thickness of the leg. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9.5  Angles with single leg connections 

9.4.4 Other Sections 

 

The rupture strength, Tdn,of the double angles, channels, I-sections and other rolled steel 

sections, connected by one or more elements to an end gusset is also governed by shear lag 

effects. The design tensile strength of such sections as governed by tearing of net section may 

also be calculated using equation in 9.4.3, where β  is calculated based on the shear lag 

distance, b,, taken from the farthest edge of the outstanding leg to the nearest bolt/weld line in 

the connected leg of the cross-section. 

 

9.5 Design Strength Due to Block Shear 

 

Block shear failure was recognized as a failure mode first in 1978, when Birkemoe and 

Gilmor conducted tests on coped beams with bolted web connections, and incorporated in 

AISC specifications in 1978. Block shear failure in angles were investigated after the failure 

of Hartford Civic Center roof, Connecticut in 1978. Block shear failure in bolted / welded 

connections is characterized by a condition, where a "block" of material, in a pattern 

surrounding the bolted region, reaches its capacity through a combination of tension and 

shear. If the connection is loaded further, the block is eventually displaced from the 

connection region (see Fig. 9.6). Block shear is usually initiated with tension fracture. The 

block shear strength, Tdb of the connection shall be smaller of 
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Figure 9.6 Examples Of Block Shear Failures 

( )[ ]1/9.03/ mutnmoyvgdb fAfAT γγ +=  

Or 

( )[ ]
moytgmuvndb fAfAT γγ /3/9.0 1 +=  

 

Avg and Avn  = minimum gross and net area in shear along a line of transmitted force, 

respectively (along 1-2 in Fig.9. 6a or along A-B and D-C in Fig 9.6f), Atg and Atn = 

minimum gross and net area in tension from the hole to the toe of the angle, or next last row 

of bolts in plates perpendicular to the line of force, respectively (along 2-3 in Fig. 9.6a or 

along B-C in Fig. 9.6f). 

 

It may be of interest to note that the American code has adopted the following block shear 

formula for angles, with a resistance factor of 75.0=ϕ  

[ ]
tnnvgyn AfAfT 5.06.0 += ϕϕ   

with 

vnu

vg

u AfAf 6.06.0 =  
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Lecture 10 Design of Tension Members 

 

 
Bolted Connections 

 

10.1 Introduction 

 

Connections form an important part of any structure and are designed more conservatively 

than members. This is because, connections are more complex than members to analyse, and 

the discrepancy between analysis and actual behaviour is large. Further, in case of 

overloading, we prefer the failure confined to an individual member rather than in 

connections, which could affect many members. Connections account for more than half the 

cost of structural steelwork and so their design and detailing are of primary importance for 

the economy of the structure. The type of connection designed has an influence on member 

design and so must be decided even prior to the design of the structural system and design of 

members. For example, in the design of bolted tension members, the net area is calculated 

assuming a suitable number and diameter of bolts based on experience. Therefore, it is 

necessary to verify the net area after designing the connection. Similarly in the analysis of 
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frames, the member forces are determined by assuming the connections to be pinned, rigid, or 

semirigid, as the actual behaviour cannot be precisely defined. 

 

Just as members are classified as bending members or axially loaded members depending on 

the dominant force/moment resisted, connections are also classified into idealised types while 

designing. But the actual behaviour of the connection may be different and this point should 

always be kept in mind so that the connection designed does not differ significantly from the 

intended type. Take for example, the connection of an axially loaded truss member at a joint. 

If the truss is assumed to be pin jointed, then the member should ideally be connected by 

means of a single pin or bolt. However, in practice, if the pin or bolt diameter works out to be 

larger than that possible, more than one bolt will be used. The truss can then be considered 

pin-jointed only if the bending due to self-weight or other superimposed loads is negligible. 

Note that the connection behaviour will also influence the calculation of the effective length 

for the buckling analysis of struts. 

 

The connections provided in steel structures can be classified as 1) riveted 2) bolted and 3) 

welded connections. Riveted connections were once very popular and are still used in some 

cases but will gradually be replaced by bolted connections. This is due to the low strength of 

rivets, higher installation costs and the inherent inefficiency of the connection. Welded 

connections have the advantage that no holes need to be drilled in the member and 

consequently have higher efficiencies. However, welding in the field may be difficult, costly, 

and time consuming. Welded connections are also susceptible to failure by cracking under 

repeated cyclic loads due to fatigue which may be due to working loads such as trains passing 

over a bridge (high-cycle fatigue) or earthquakes (low-cycle fatigue). A special type of bolted 

connection using High Strength Friction Grip (HSFG) 

 

bolts has been found to perform better under such conditions than the conventional black 

bolts used to resist predominantly static loading. Bolted connections are also easy to inspect 

and replace. The choice of using a particular type of connection is entirely that of the 

designer and he should take his decision based on a good understanding of the connection 

behaviour, economy and speed of construction. 

 

10.2 Bolted Connections 

 

Connections can also be classified in the following ways: 

 

(a) Classification based on the type of resultant force transferred: The bolted connections are 

referred to as concentric connections (force transfer in tension and compression member), 

eccentric connections (in reaction transferring brackets) or moment resisting connections (in 

beam to column connections in frames). 

 

Ideal concentric connections should have only one bolt passing through all the members 

meeting at a joint [Fig. 10.1(a)]. However, in practice, this is not usually possible and so it is 

only ensured that the centroidal axes of the members meet at one point [See Fig. 10.1(b)]. 
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Figure 10.1 Concentric connections 

 

The Moment connections are more complex to analyse compared to the above two types and 

are shown in Fig. 10.2(a) and Fig.10.2(b). The connection in Fig. 10.2(a) is also known as 

bracket connection and the resistance is only through shear in the bolts. 

 

The connection shown in Fig. 10.2(b) is often found in moment resisting frames where the 

beam moment is transferred to the column. The connection is also used at the base of the 

column where a base plate is connected to the foundation by means of anchor bolts. In this 

connection, the bolts are subjected to a combination of shear and axial tension. 

 

 
Figure 10.2 Moment Connections 

 

(b) Classification based on the type of force experienced by the bolts: The bolted connections 

can also be classified based on geometry and loading conditions into three types namely, 

shear connections, tension connections and combined shear and tension connections. 

 

Typical shear connections occur as a lap or a butt joint used in the tension members [See Fig. 

10.3]. While the lap joint has a tendency to bend so that the forces tend to become collinear, 

the butt joint requires cover plates. Since the load acts in the plane of the plates, the load 

transmission at the joint will ultimately be through shearing forces in the bolts. In the case of 

lap joint or a single cover plate butt joint, there is only one shearing plane, and so the bolts 

are said to be in single shear. In the case of double cover butt joint, there are two shearing 
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planes and so the bolts will be in double shear. It should be noted that the single cover type 

butt joint is nothing but lap joints in series and also bends so that the centre of the cover plate 

becomes collinear with the forces. 

 

 
Figure 10.3 Shear connections 

 

A hanger connection is shown in Fig. 10.4(a). In this connection, load transmission is by pure 

tension in the bolts. In the connection shown in Fig. 10.4(b), the bolts are subjected to both 

tension and shear. 

 

 
Figure 10.4 (a) Tension Connection (b) Tension plus Shear Connection 

 

(c) Classification based on force transfer mechanism by bolts: The bolted connections are 

classified as bearing type (bolts bear against the holes to transfer the force) or friction type 

(force transfer between the plates due to the clamping force generated by the pre-tensioning 

of the bolts). 

 

10.3 Bolts and Bolting 

 

Bolts used in steel structures are of three types: 1) Black Bolts, 2) Turned and Fitted Bolts 

and 3) High Strength Friction Grip (HSFG) Bolts. 

 

Black bolts (Figure 10.5) are unfinished and are made of mild steel and are usually of Grade 

4.6. Black bolts have adequate strength and ductility when used properly; but while 

tightening the nut snug tight (“Snug tight” is defined as the tightness that exists when all plies 

in a joint are in firm contact) will twist off easily if tightened too much. Turned –and- fitted 

bolts have uniform shanks and are inserted in close tolerance drilled holes and made snug 
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tight by box spanners. The diameter of the hole is about 1.5 to 2.0 mm larger than the bolt 

diameter for ease in fitting. High strength black bolts (grade 8.8) may also be used in 

connections in which the bolts are tightened snug fit. 

 

 

 
Figure 10.5 Black ordinary bolt or nut 

 

 

These bolts are primarily used in light structures under static loads such as temporary 

fasteners during erection where HSFG bolts or welding are used as permanent fasteners. They 

are not recommended for connections subjected to impact, fatigue or dynamic loads. These 

bolts are made from mild steel rods with a square or hexagonal head and nuts as shown in 

Figure 10.6 conforming to IS 1363. 

 

 

 
Figure 10.6 Hexagonal head black bolt and nut (IS 1363) 
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The International Standards Organisation designation for bolts, also followed in India, is 

given by Grade x.y. In this nomenclature, x indicates one-tenth of the minimum ultimate 

tensile strength of the bolt in kgf/mm2 and the second number, y, indicates one-tenth of the 

ratio of the yield stress to ultimate stress, expressed as a percentage. Thus, for example, grade 

4.6 bolt will have a minimum ultimate strength 40 kgf/mm2 (392 Mpa) and minimum yield 

strength of 0.6 times 40, which is 24 kgf/mm2 (235 Mpa). The tensile properties of fasteners 

used in steel construction are listed in Table 10.1. 

 

Table 10.1 Tensile Properties of Fasteners 

 
 

For grade 4.6 bolts,  nuts of grade 4 are used and for grade 8.8, nuts of grade 8 or 10 are used 

 

In these bearing type of connections, the plates are in firm contact but may slip under loading 

until the hole surface bears against the bolt .The load transmitted from plate to bolt is 

therefore by bearing and the bolt is in shear. Under dynamic loads, the nuts are liable to 

become loose and so these bolts are not allowed for use under such loading. In situations 

where small slips can cause significant effects as in beam splices, black bolts are not 

preferred. However, due to the lower cost of the bolt and its installation, black bolts are quite 

popular in simple structures subjected to static loading. 

 

Though square heads cost less, hexagonal heads give better appearance, are easier to hold by 

wrenches, require less turning space. Most of the connections with black bolts are made by 

inserting them in clearance holes of about 1.5mm to 2 mm more than the bolt diameter and by 

tightening them with nuts. They are produced in metric sizes ranging from 5-36 mm and 

designed as M5 to M36. In Structural steel work M16, M20, M24 and M30 bolts are often 

used. The bolts used in steel work have a course pitch of thread, that is, 2, 2.5, 3 and 3.5 mm 

for 16, 20, 24 and 30 mm diameter bolts respectively. The ratio of net tensile area at threads 

to nominal plain shank area of the bolt is 0.78 as per IS 1367 (Part I). The other dimensions 

are given in Table 10.2 
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Table 10.2 Dimensions of Grade 4.6- Hexagon Head Bolts (IS 1364) 

 

 
 

Turned and fitted bolts are available from grade 4.6 to grade 8.8. For the higher grades there 

is no definite yield point and so 0.2% proof stress is used.. 

 

High Strength Friction Grip bolts (HSFG) provide extremely efficient connections and 

perform well under fluctuating/fatigue load conditions. These bolts should be tightened to 

their proof loads and require hardened washers to distribute the load under the bolt heads. 

The washers are usually tapered when used on rolled steel sections. The tension in the bolt 

ensures that no slip takes place under working conditions and so the load transmission from 

plate to the bolt is through friction and not by bearing. However, under ultimate load, the 

friction may be overcome leading to a slip and so bearing will govern the design. The HSFG 

bolt, nut and washer dimensions are shown in Table 10.3 (Also see Figure 10.6 for 

approximate bolt dimensions). 

 

HSFG bolts are made from quenched and tempered alloy steels with grades from 8.8 to 10.9. 

The most common are, the so-called, general grade of 8.8 and have medium carbon content, 

which makes them less ductile. The 10.9 grade have a much higher tensile strength, but lower 

ductility and the margin between the 0.2% yield strength and the ultimate strength is also 

lower. 

 

The tightening of HSFG bolts can be done by either of the following methods: 

 

1. Turn-of-nut tightening method: In this method the bolts are first made snug tight and then 

turned by specific amounts (usually either half or three-fourth turns) to induce tension equal 

to the proof load. Each nut is then tightened by a specified turn of the nut from the snug-tight 

position depending on the length of the bolt as specified in IS 400 ( see Table 10.4 which 
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gives the minimum tension which should be available in the bolt after tightening). This 

shown graphically in Figure 10.8. 

 

2. Calibrated wrench tightening method: In this method the bolts are tightened by a 

wrench calibrated to produce the required tension. 

3. Alternate design bolt installation: In this method special bolts are used which indicate 

the bolt tension. Presently such bolts are not available in India. 

4. Direct tension indicator method: In this method special washers with protrusions are used 

[Fig.10.7(b)]. As the bolt is tightened, these protrusions are compressed and the gap produced 

by them gets reduced in proportion to the load. This gap is measured by means of a feeler 

gauge, consisting of small bits of steel plates of varying thickness, which can be inserted into 

the gap. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 10.7 Tightening of HSFG bolts 
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Figure 10.8 Relationship between induced tension/nut rotation for partial shank HSFG bolts 

 

Advantages of Bolted Connections 

 

Black Bolted connections offer the following advantages over riveted or welded connections: 

• Use of unskilled labour and simple tools 

• Noiseless and quick fabrication 

• No special equipment/process needed for installation 

• Fast progress of work 

• Accommodates minor discrepancies in dimensions 

• The connection supports loads as soon as the bolts are tightened (in welds and rivets, 

cooling period is involved). 

 

 Main drawback of black bolt is the slip of the joint when subjected to loading 

 

Though the material cost of HSFG bolts are about 50 % higher than black bolts and require 

special workmanship for installation, they provide the following advantages. 

• HSFG bolts do not allow any slip between the elements connected, especially in close 

tolerance holes (see Figure 10.9) providing rigid connections. 

• Due to clamping action, load is transmitted by friction only and the holes are not 

subjected to shear and bearing. 
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Figure 10.9 Load-Deformation Behaviour of Different Types of Fasteners 

 

 

 

 

Bolt Holes 

 

Since HSFG bolts under working loads, do not rely on resistance from bearing, holes larger 

than usual can be provided to ease erection and take care of lack-of-fit. Typical hole types 

that can be used are standard, extra large and short or long slotted. These are  shown in Fig. 

10.10. However the type of hole will govern the strength of the connection. Holes must also 

satisfy pitch and edge/end distance criteria. A minimum pitch is usually specified for 

accommodating the spanner and to limit adverse interaction between the bearing stresses on 

neighbouring bolts. Maximum pitch criteria takes care of buckling of the plies under 

compressive loads. 

 

 
Figure 10.10 Hole types for HSFG bolts 
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Table 10.5 shows the standard values of holes for different bolt sizes ( the clearance is 10 mm 

 For bolts less than 14 mm and 2 mm for bolts between 16 mm and 24 mm and 3 mm for 

bolts exceeding 24 mm) 

 

Table 10.3 High-Strength Bolts (IS 3757) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 10.4 Minimum Bolt tension and Nut rotation 
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Table 10.5 Bolt Dia, Pitch & Edge Distances as per IS 800 

 

 
 

 

Spacing and Edge Distance of Bolt Holes 

 

The centre-to-centre distance between individual fasteners in a line, in the direction of 

load/stress is called the pitch. The distance between any two consecutive fasteners in a zig-

zag pattern of bolts measured parallel to the direction of load/stress is called a staggered 

pitch. A minimum spacing of 2.5 times the nominal diameter of the fastener is specified in 

the code to ensure that there is sufficient space to tighten the bolts, prevent overlapping of the 

washers, and provide adequate resistance to tear-out of the bolts. It also limits any adverse 

interaction between high bearing stresses due to neighbouring bolts. Similarly the code 

specifies maximum pitch values as given in Table 10.5. These values are specified to prevent 

buckling of plates in compression between the bolts, to ensure that the bolts act together as a 

group to resist the loads and to avoid corrosion by ensuring adequate bridging of the paint 

film between plates. The spacing between adjacent parallel line of fasteners transverse to the 
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direction of load/stress is called gauge distance. Figure 10.11 gives the gauge distance as 

specified in SP-1 published by the Bureau of Indian Standards. 

 
Figure 10.11 Gauge distance specified in special publication 1 (SP-1) of BIS 

 

Behaviour of Bolted Joints 

 

Loads are transferred from one member to another by means of the connections between 

them. A few typical bolted connections ate shown in Figure 10.11 

 

 
. 

 

Figure 10.11 Typical bolted connections 
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The possible limit states or failure modes that may control the strength of a bolted connection 

is shown in Figure 10.12. Thus any joint may fail in any one of the following modes: 

 

Shear failure of bolt 

Shear failure of plate 

Bearing failure of bolt 

Bearing failure of plate 

Tensile failure of bolts 

Bending of bolts 

Tensile failure of plate 

 

 
Figure 10.12 Possible failure modes of bolted connections 

 

The force transmission through the bolts are shown in Figure 10.13. Figures 10.14, 10.15 and 

10.16 show the failure of bolt in bearing, the failure of bolt in tearing and the failure of plate 

in bearing respectively. 
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Figure 10.13 Force transmission through bolts 

 

 
Figure 10.14 Bearing failure of bolts 
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Figure 10.15 tension failure of the bolts 

 

 
Figure 10.16 Bearing failure of plates 
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Design Strength of Ordinary Black Bolts 

 

The nominal capacity, Vnsb, of a bolt in shear is given in the code as   

 

 

where  nn = number of shear planes with threads intercepting the shear plane,  

 ns = number of shear planes without threads intercepting the shear plane,  

βlj = reduction factor which allows for the overloading of end bolts that occur in long 

connections 

βlg = reduction factor that allows for the effect of large grip length, 

βpk = reduction factor to account for packing plates in excess of 6mm. 

 

The factored shear force Vsb should satisfy Vsb ≤ Vnsb / γmb  (γmb = 1.25) 

 

Design Strength of Black Bolts (cont.) 

 

Asb = Nominal shank area 

 Anb  = Net tensile stress area through the threads 

Anb =   / 4 (d - 0.9382p)2 ≈ 0.78 Asb 

  p= pitch of thread, mm 

 Reduction Factor for Long Joints: 

   βlj = 1.075 – lj (200 d) with 0.75 ≤ βlj  ≤ 1.0 

Reduction Factor for Large Grip Length: 

    βlg = 8d / (3d + lg); lg ≤ 8d; βlg ≤ βlj  

Reduction Factor for Packing plate: 

    βpk = (1-0.0125 tpk ); tpk is the thickness of the thicker packing plate in mm 

 

Bolts in Tension 

 

The nominal capacity of a bolt in tension is: 

 Tnb = 0.90 fub  Anb < fyb Asb (γm1 / γm0 )    

 where Asb = Shank area of bolt 

      Anb = Net Tensile Stress area of bolt 

       fyb = Yield stress of the bolt 

     γm1 = 1.25; γm0 = 1.10 

 

The factored tension force Tb shall satisfy  

 Tb  ≤ Tnb / γmb  ; γmb  = 1.25 

 

If any of the connecting plates is flexible, the additional prying forces must be considered 

Bolts in Bearing 

 

Bolts in Bearing 

 

V (f / 3)(n A n A )nsb u n nb s sb lj lg pk= + β β β
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The nominal bearing strength of the bolt  is : 

  Vnpb = 2.5 kbd t fu         

 fu = Ultimate tensile stress of the plate in MPa 

 d = nominal diameter of the bolt in mm 

 t = summation of the thicknesses of the connected plates experiencing bearing stress in the 

same direction (If the bolts are countersunk, the thickness of the  plate minus one half of the 

depth of counter sinking) 

kb is smaller of e/(3do), p/(3do)-0.25, fub/ fu and 1.0,  

where fub  is the ultimate tensile stress of the bolt, e is the edge distance, p is the pitch of the 

fastener along bearing direction, and do is the diameter of the bolt hole.  

Vnpb should be multiplied by a factor 0.7 for over size or short slotted holes and by 0.5 for 

long slotted holes. 

 

The factor kb takes into account inadequate edge distance or pitch and also prevents bearing 

failure of bolts.  

If we adopt a minimum edge distance of 1.5 x bolt hole diameter and a minimum pitch of 2.5 

x diameter of bolt, kb may be approximately taken as 0.50. 

 The bolt bearing on any plate subjected to a factored shear force Vsb, shall satisfy  

 Vsb ≤ Vnpb / γmb ; γmb = 1.25        

 

Tables 10.6, 10.7 and 10.8 will aid the designer while designing joints using ordinary bolts.   

 

Table 10.6 Strength of Bolts in Clearance Holes 

 

 Bolt grade 4.6 

N/mm
2 

Bolt grade 8.8 

N/mm
2 

Other grades of bolts 

N/mm
2 

Shear streng th, vnsb 185 370 ( )25.13// ×uf  

Bearing strength, 

vnpb 

400 800 )5.0(25.1/5.2 =bub kfk  

Tension strength, tnb 272 576 ( )25.1/9.0 /buf  not 

greater than 

( )1.1/25.1/ybf   

 

Table 10.7 Bearing strength nppv  of connected parts for ordinary bolts in clearance holes in 

N/mm
2
 

 

Grade 410 Grade 540 Grade 570 Other grades 

820 540 570 25.1/5.2 ub fk  
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Table 10.8  Design capacity of ordinary bolts based on net tensile area (grade 4.6) 

 
 

 

10.2 Design of a tension Member 

 

The following example is given to explain the application of tension member design 

provisions of the code. 

 

A tie member in a bracing system consists of two angles 75 x 75 x 6 bolted to 10 mm gusset, 

one on each side using single row of bolts (Fig. 10.17a) and tack bolted. Determine the 

tensile capacity of the member and the number of bolts required to develop full capacity of 

the member. What will be the capacity if the angles are connected on the same side of the 

gusset plate and tack bolted (Fig. 10.17 b)? What is the effect on tensile strength if the 

members are not tack bolted? 

 

Solution 

a)..  Two angles connected to opposite side of the gusset as in Fig. 10.17a 

 

(i) Design strength due to yielding of gross section 

Tdg = fy(Ag/γm0) 

Ag = 866 mm2 (for a single angle) 

Tdg = 250 x 2 x (866/1.10) x 10-3 

Tdg = 393.64 kN 

 

(ii) The design strength governed by tearing at net section 

Tdn = αAn(fu/γm1) 

Assume single line of four numbers of 20mm diameter 
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bolts (α=0.8) 

An = [(75 - 6/2 - 22) 6 + (75 - 6/2) 6]2 

An = (300 + 432)2 = 1464 mm2 

Tdn =( 0.8 x 1464 x 410/1.25)/1000 = 384.15 kN 

Therefore Tensile capacity = 384.15 kN 

 

Design of bolts: 

Choose edge distance = 35 mm 

Capacity of bolt in double shear (Table 10.8) 

= 2 x 45.3 = 90.6 kN 

Bearing capacity of the bolt does not govern as per 

Table 10.7 

 

Hence strength of a single bolt = 90.6 kN 

Provide 5 bolts 

Total strength of the bolt = 5 x 90.6= 453 kN > 384.15 kN 

Hence safe. 

Minimum spacing = 2.5 t = 2.5 x 20 = 50 mm 

Provide a spacing of 50 mm 

The arrangements of bolts are shown in Fig. 10.17c 

 

Check for block shear strength: (clause 6.4) 

Block shear strength Tdb of connection shall be taken 

as the smaller of, 

Tdb1 = [Avgfy / (v3m0) + 0.9Atn fu / λm1] 

Tdb2 = [0.9fu Avn /(v3γm1) + fy Atg / γm0] 

Avg =(4 x 50 + 35) 6 = 1410 mm2 

Avn = (4 x 50 + 35 − 4.5 x 22) 6 = 816 mm2 

Atn = (35.0 −22/2)6 = 144 mm2 

Atg = (35 x 6) = 210 mm2 

Tdb1 = [1410 x 250 / (v3 x 1.10) + 0.9 x 144 x 410 /1.25] x 10-3 = 227.5 kN 

Tdb2 = [0.9 x 410 x 816/ (v3 x 1.25)] + 250 x 210 /1.10] x 10-3 = 186.8 kN 

 

For double angle block shear strength = 2 x186.8= 373.6 kN 

Therefore Tensile capacity = 373.6 kN (smallest of 393.64 kN, 384.15 kN and 373.6 kN) 

 

 

b) Two angles connected to the same side of the gusset plate (Fig. 10.17b) 

i. Design strength due to yielding of Gross section= 393.64 kN 

ii. Design strength governed by tearing at net section= 384.15 kN 

Assuming 10 bolts of 20 mm diameter, five bolts in each connected leg 

Capacity of M20 bolt in single shear = 45.3 kN 

Total strength of bolts = 10 x 45.3 = 453 kN> 393.64 kN 

 

Hence the connection is safe. 

The arrangement of bolts is shown in Fig. 10.12d. Since it is similar to the arrangement in 

Fig. 10.17c, the block shear strength well be same, i.e. 373.6 kN. 

Hence the tensile capacity = 373.6 kN 
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The tensile capacities of both the arrangements (angles connected on the same side and 

connected to the opposite side of gusset) are same as per the code though the load application 

is eccentric in this case. Moreover, the number of bolts is 10 whereas in case (a) we used only 

5 bolts since the bolts were in double shear. 

 

c) If the angles are not tack bolted, they behave as single 

angles connected to gusset plate. 

In this case also the tensile capacity will be the same and we have to use 10 numbers of M20 

bolts. This fact is confirmed by the test and FEM results, which states that "the net section 

strength of double angles on opposite sides of the gusset and tack connected adequately over 

the length is nearly the same as that of two single angles acting individually. Current design 

provisions indicating greater efficiency of such double angles are not supported by test and 

FEM results". 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 10.17  Example problem  
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Sample Questions in Steel Structures 

 

Q1. A builtup steel beam comprises of two flange plates 250 mm wide x 10 mm thick and 

web plate 330 mm deep x 6 mm thick. The moment of inertia of the section is 162.5 x 10
6
 

mm
4
. The allowable normal stress in the extreme fibres of flange plates is 140 N/mm

2
. And 

the average allowable shear stress in the web plate is 100 N/mm
2
. Compute the flexural and 

shear capacities of beam. The flange plates are welded to web plate by 6 mm intermittent 

fillet welds. The allowable shear stress in weld material is 100 N/mm
2
. Determine the 

percentage of weld length for intermittent welding at the section of maximum shear. At a 

section of maximum bending moment, the flange plates are to be spliced using 12 mm thick 

plates. The maximum allowable normal stress in splice plate is 150 N/mm
2
. Determine the 

minimum width B of flange splice plate. The total length of flange splice plate is L and it is 

welded all around using 6 mm fillet weld. Determine length L. 

 

Q2. a) Details of a double angle web member of a steel roof truss are given below. Check to 

see if the member has the capacity to carry tensile force of 240 KN and compressive force of 

165 KN at service load. The member consists of 2-ISA 90x90x6 connected to opposite sides 

of 8 mm gussets using 20 mm bolts.  

Effective length for buckling about xx axis = 1.7 m 

Effective length for buckling about yy axis = 4.0 m 

Yield strength of steel used = 250 MPa 

Properties of single ISA 90x90x6 are 

Area = 1047 mm
2
, mmy 2.24=  , 4

'' 801000mmI xx =  

Allowable compressive stress =  
( ) 5.1/15.15.1

60.0

ccy

ccy

ff

ff

+
 

Where ccf = Euler buckling stress 

b) Calculate the number of bolts required at the end connections of the angle to the gussets 

using 20 mm bolts given the allowable shear stress in the bolt = 80 MPa and allowable 

bearing stress = 250 MPa 

 

Q3. Two plates are proposed to be jointed by welding. Determine the size and length of the 

weld required to develop the full strength of the smallest plate which is 8 cm x 1.2 cm. 

Assume permissible tension in plate is 1500 Kg/cm
2
 and permissible shear in fillet weld is 

1025 Kg/cm. 

 

 Q4. Design a compression member when effective length is 1.5 m and which carries a load 

of 12000 Kg. Use angle sections and data given below 

Angle Sectional area 

cm
2 

Radious of 

gyration rmin 

(cm) 

l/r Allowable stress 

in axial 

compression 

kg/cm
2
 

ISA 65x65x10 12.0 1.25 70 1075 
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ISA 70x70x10 13.02 1.35 80 1007 

ISA 75x75x10 14.02 1.45 90 928 

ISA 80x80x10 17.81 1.64 100 840 

ISA 90x90x10 20.12 1.64 110 753 

   

Q5. Check the adequacy of the rafter member of a roof truss made of 2-ISA 90x90x6 double 

angles back to back made of the rafter member of a roof truss made of 2-ISA 90x90x6 double 

angles back to back made of mild steel for tension and compression given below. The length 

of the rafter member between nodes of the truss is 1.5 m. The effective length factor for 

buckling of the member in the plane of the truss is 0.85  and that for out of plane of the truss 

is 1.0. The member is connected to the end gussets 6 mm thick using 20 mm diameter bolts 

Area of ISA 90x90x6 = 21047mm  , 4

'' 801000mmI xx = , distance of centre of gravity from the 

back = mm2.24 , The compression in the member due to dead + live loads = 300 KN 

The tension in the member due to dead load + wind uplift = 250 KN 

The allowable stress in compression are as follows: 

(kl/r) 30  40 50 60 

acσ  in MPa 145 145 139 122 
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